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TWO DIFFERENT USES OF VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR SCIENCE
INSTRUCTION WERE INVESTIGATED. THE FIRST STUDY EXAMINED THE
HYPOTHESIS THAT USE OF PICTORIAL INSTRUCTION WOULD PRODUCE
HIGHER CORRELATION BETWEEN RESULTS OF VISUAL APTITUDE TESTS
AMJ LEARNING TESTS, AND THAT VERBAL INSTRUCTION WOULD PRODUCE
HIGHER CORRELATION BETWEEN RESULTS OF VERBAL APTITUDE TESTS
AND RESULTS OF LEARNING TESTS. TEST RESULTS SHOWED NO
DIFFERENCE IN CORRELATION OF VISUAL APTITUDE OR VERBAL
APTITUDE TEST RESULTS TO LEARNING ACHIEVED. APTITUDE MEASURES
USED WERE (1) SPATIAL RELATIONS, (2) VERBAL REASONING, (3)
ABSTRACT REASONING, AND (4) INTELLIGENCE. THE SECOND STUDY
USED PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIONS IN REVIEW SESSIONS, COVERING
.STUDY OF MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE TO INVESTIGATE (1) WHETHER
RETENTION WAS IMPROVED BY USE OF PICTURES IN REVIEW AND (2)
WHETHER INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL DIFFERENT EXAMPLES WOULD
INCREASE RETENTION AND TRANSFER. RESULTS SHOWED THAT STUDENTS
WHO REVIEWED BY PICTORIALLY PRESENTED MATERIALS HAI)
SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER RETENTION AND TRANSFER OF TRAINING THAN
.STUDENTS WHO DID HOT REVIEW AT ALL. ADDING NEW PICTORfAL
EXAMPLES PRODUCED NO SIGNIFICANT RESULTS IN RETENTION JUT
SHOWED BETTER TRANSFER WHEN ONLY THE ORIGINAL MATERIALS WERE
REVIEWED: RETENTION AND TRANSFER WERE MEASURED 4 WEEKS
FOLLOWING THE REVIEW SESSION. (AL)
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ABSTRACT

The studies reported in this volume concern two possible uses for visual
demonstrations in science instruction. They were selected for study because
of promising results in previous research studies, and because of their
potential importance for the design of effective programs of instruction.
The first of these possibilities is that individual differences in aptitude
for learning may make pictorial presentations more effective for certain
kinds of individuals than for others. For such people, materials that
include visual demonstrations may be more readily learned than those which
are mainly verbal in content. The second possibility is that the use of
varied pictorial examples as portions of review lessons may enhance the
retention of learned principles, or their transfer to novel problems.
Accordingly, two separate studies, employing portions of instructional
material in common, were designed to explore these two possibilities.

. Altitudes and learninufrpm visuals. The first study investigated the
relationships between selected individual differences variables) as measured
by standard aptitude tests, and several learning variables. The aptitude
measures employed were obtained from standardized tests of: spatial
relations; (2) verbal reasoning; (3) abstract reasoning; and 4 intelligence
or IQ. A learning measure of particular interest was time-to-learn self-
paced verbal materials which followed learning treatments that either con-
tained or did not contain pictorial presentations.

Hypotheses examined were that higher correlations would be found between
spatial (i.e., visual) aptitude scores and learning measures when pictorial
instruction was employed; between verbal aptitudes and learning when veebal
instruction was employed; and no differences in correlations of learning and
abstract magoning ability under the contrasted instructional conditions.
Eighth grade Etudents took part in the experiment, learning principles of
mechanical advantage under experimental and control conditions.

Spatial and verbal aptitude measures were in general not found to be
differentially correlated with learning measures of time-to-learn, achieve-
ment, or retention) under different conditions of presentation. Although
some isolated instances of such differences in relationships were found,
the general conclusion would appear to be that standard aptitude measures
such as those employed in this study have not been shown to be successful
in identifying a "match" between ease of learning for the individual stu-
dent and pictorial vs. verbal mode of presentation. The suggestion is made
that measures need to be designed to assess capabilities that are task-
specific, if they are to predict the learning of different classes of
materials. That is, it is possible that predictor measures may be derived
by analysis from the particular class of temks used in learning, whether
verbal or pictorial. These, however, would represent capabilities of con-
siderably greater specificity than what are usually referred to as "verbal"
and "spatial" aptitudes.



Pictorial content in review) The second study used pictorial presenta-
tions in a review session following original learning of some principles of
mechanical advantage. It was desired to investigate, first, whether reten-
tion of these principles would be enhanced by the use of review materials
containing pictorial examples, and second, whether the inclusion of a
variety of novel examples (as opposed to examples like those used iu origi-
nal learning) would have the effect of increasing retention and transfer.
A group of eighth grade students was divided by random assignment into three
subgroups of 24. Two of the groups took Art in review sessions and the
third, serving as a control, received no review. Measures of retention and
transfer were obtained four weeks following the review sessions.

The results showed significant differences in retention for the groups
having the pictorially-presented, review examples, as contrasted with the
group receiving no review. Similar findings were Obtained, when scores on
transfer of training were compared. Significant differences were not
Obtained, however, in retention scores obtained following the two different
experimental treatments involving "old" and "new" visual examples. In the
case of transfer, results indicated the review session containing "old"
examples (similar to those used in original learning) to be the most effec-
tive treatment, whereas the review involving novel examples did not produce
transfer significantly greater than that obtained with no review. The con-
clusions to be drawn are, first, that pictorial presentations used in review
are effective in improving retention and transfer. However, transfer effec-
tiveness appears .4 derive primarily from practice of materials encountered
in original learning, and thus to be dependent upon retention. The impor-
tance of this conclusion may lie in its relation to results on the impor-
tance of overlearning to retention. Overlearning involves practice of
originally learned content, rather than application to new examples.
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INTRODUCTION

Those who seek to make optimal instructional use of audio and visual

media are constantly faced with the problem of determining how such media

may best be adapted to individual differences. It is frequently speculated

that some students will learn more readily when material is presented in

visual form than when the same material is presented in verbal form. This

view seems consistent with still another notiol of possibly older origin,

that some people tend to "think visually" while others "think verbally,"

Galton: 1907). Although a fair number of studies have related visual

and verbal presentations to such general measures as "intelligence," one

can find little or no research evidence bearing upon the differential

effectiveness of these different forms of presentation for people differing

in visual and verbal abilities.

Visual presentations are often an integral part of science instruction.

The demonstration of scientific concepts and principles in pictorial or

demonstrational form is generally believed to be of value in instruction,

and in fact to provide certain advantages over textbook or lectures. Aside

from their effects in enlivening lectures, demonstrations are often considered

to enhance science instruction in one or more ways leading to increased under-

standing and competence on the part of the student. This is thought to be

the case whether such demonstrations are presented in "live" form or by means

of films and television. An outstanding example of a modern instructional

film series in physics developed by the Physical Sciences Study Committee

contains a high proportion of films devoted to demonstrations of physical

principles, which are intended to supplement, or in certain instances sub-

stitute for, the conduct of laboratory instruction.

There is no agreement on the reasons why visual demonstrations may

possess an instructional advantage, nor on reasons why such an advantage may
'MP

be different for different people. One prominently suggested possibility

that deserves inve3tigation is that differences in those individual disposi-

tions called aptitudes may be related to the effectiveness of visual media.

Generally. speaking, an aptitude may be conceived as a general disposition to

perform a great variety of functionally similar tasks. Thus, according

to a commonly held view, the possession of high verbal aptitude means that



an individual will perform well on any number of specific tasks having verbal

content (such as reading for comprehension, writing compositions). Similarly,

the possession of high visual (usually called spatial) aptitude implies that

the individual will perform well on specific visual tasks (such as interpret-

ing a three-dimensional drawing). Presumably, this means that spatial apti-

tude, conceived as a general ability, will be positively related to specif/c

tasks of learning via visual presentations.

Some aptitude-achievement findings. Certain rather general suggestions

regarding the relation of individual aptitudes to achievement following film

or television presentation come from previous investigations. These studies

have been reviewed by Hoban and van Ormer (1950), by Carpenter (1953, 1960)1-

and more recently again by Hoban (1960). Many of these studies report sub-

stantial positive correlations between achievement and measures of general

intelligence, more or less unaffected by the mode of presentation (pictorial

vs. lecture or text) employed. Some findings have tended to show that

individuals of lower IQ exhibit greater gains from pictorial instruction

than from non-pictorial modes; this is true of studies by Kanner, Runyon,

and Desiderato (1954); by Gibson (1947); and by Vernon (1946), among others.

Gropper 0665a) found evidence that a low IQ group learned more from material

on scientific concepts when these were presented pictorially than when they

were presented verbally. In addition, this study showed an advantage for

pictorial as opposed to verbal response options for this group.

Various suggestions have been advanced as to the reason for such findings.

The most obvious may be that people of low verbal aptitude have greater

difficulty learning when materials are presented verbally in abstract form.

Another possibility is that pictorial presentations, besides being concrete,

are more vivid and stimulating, and thus tend to capture the attention and

interest of slow learners to a greater extent than lectures or texts. Up

to the present time, research has thrown no greater light on the problem

than this.

Differential aptitude predictions. One theory of aptitude measurement,

with which we are concerned here, holds that an aptitude is a general ability

that is related to a number of specific human performances of the same general

class. That is, verbal aptitude is considered to be an ability that affects



the ease or rapidity of learning of tasks containlng verbal materials, or
taskz in which the content is conveyed by primari4 verbal means. In an

analogous fashion, spatial aptitude is conceived as an ability that affects

the ease of learning of pictorially-presented tasks. Travers (1954) defines
aptitudes as abilities to make the discriminations that are necessary in
order to profit from instruction. Following such a definition, one would
expect that high spatial aptitude means that an individual already has the
visual world of distances, shapes, sizes, and directions well differentiated,
so that a specific pictorially-presented task requires little additional
learning for competent performance. .Similarly, an individual with high verbal
aptitude has, according to this idea, a head start on the discrimination of
verbally presented materials contained in a particular verbal task.

In view of the current state of technical knowledge concerning the

varieties of human aptitudes (cf. Anastasio 1961; Guilford, 1956), it is

somewhat surprising to find a dearth of studies which have attempted to

relate these different aptitudes to learning outcomes associated with visual
presentations. Verbal aptitude, it is true, has frequently been mentioned

as a prominent component of the IQ. But studies have not attempted to
separate out the possible differential relationships of the effects of pic-

torial presentations with aptitudes other than verbal. A contrast has not
been drawn between the effects of such relatively distinct aptitudes as

spatial and verbal, despite the possible relation these may have to learning

tasks which emphasize pictorial and verbal materials.

pose of the stud. The purpose of the present study is to explOie

the differential effects verbal and spatial aptitudes might have on learn-

ing from verbal and pictorial instructional media. As reference variables,

other measures of aptitude are also included. One of these comprises "IQ

equivalence" scores from a group intelligence test, providing a composite

measure of ability. predictive of success in learning school subjects. The
other is abstract reasoning, an ability thought to be related to intellectual
power, which is, however, not heavily weighted with either "visual" or

"verbal" components.

The hypothesis to be investigated, stated generally, is that visual or

verbal presentations have greater instructional effectiveness when they build

-3
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upon previously established areas of discriminative capability (measured as

spatial or verbal aptitude) within the individual As previously pointed

out: high scores in spatial aptitude carry the implication that learning

by means of pictorial presentation will be easy; high scores in verbal

Aptitude imply that learning with *verbal presentations will be easy. Rela-

tionships with intelligence scores: it is expected, may be .substantial:

because of their somewhat broad-ranging aptitude coverage: but-not markedly

different under pictorial or'verbal instructional conditions. In contrast:

relatively low correlations are hypothesized with the-purely intellectual

measurement provided by abstract reasoning, but no differences related to

visual vs. verbal presentations. The various hypotheses may be summarized

as follows:

CO Higher relationships between spatial aptitude and learning

will be found for pictorial presentations than for verbal

presentations.

(2) Higher relationships between verbal aptitude and learning

will be found for verbal presentations than for pictorial

presentations.

(3) Abstract reasoning ability will be related to learning

from pictorial and from verbal presentations to an

approximately equal degree.



METHOD

ME211E2RIALIREILE

The study was designed to determine the magnitude of the correlations

that exist between specific differential aptitudes and performance under

different types of learning conditions.

Independent variables. The primary experimental comparison was between

a visual (pictorial) lesson and a verbal lesson, each dealing with "mechanical

advantage" in first class levers. Mode of presentation was thus the one

independent variable that was experimentally manipulated, resulting in two

experimental conditions.

Several individual difference measures, obtained from scores on paper

and pencil tests, also served as independent variables. Besides IQ, the

specific aptitude measures employed were derived from the following Differ-

ential Aptitude Tests: Space Relations, Abstract Reasoning, and Verbal

Reasoning.

Dependent variables. Dependent measures consisted of learning, i.e.,

time taken to Complete a self-paced verbal lesson that followed the original

learning of either pictorial or verbal material; and achievement scores on

tests measuring both retention and transfer.

The general form of the design was as follows:

Group 1

visual program
(fixed-paced on
film)

self-paced
verbal program

immediate and delayed
tests of retention
and transfer

GroL.E__x2

verbal program
(fixed-paced on
film)

self-paced
verbal program

immediate and delayed
tests of retention
and transfer

Experimental Procedure

All subjects received identical pre-experimental treatment designed to

provide a common background. and level of prior knowledge that was relevant

to the concept of the mechanical advantage of first class levers. All stu-

dents observed the following general schedule: with minor variations to

accommodate prior commitments in participating schools.

-5-



prfielzcrimentaleeentheachoole:

Week 1 - Administration of pretest on mechanical advantage;

and administration of aptitude tests.

Week 3 - .Administration of a self-paced program on "force

and motion."

Week 4 - Administration of self-paced program on an

"introduction to levers."

The experimental sessions followed the last pre-experimental session by

one week.

Experimental sessions (in the studios of WED):

Week 5 - Administration of experimental lessons.

groml - fixed-paced visual demonstrations on film;

followed by self-paced verbal lessons in

booklet form; segments of the fixed-paced

visual lessons were serially intermixed with

segments of the self -paced verbal lissons.

groml - fixed paced verbal presentation on film, cover-

ing the same concepts in the visual version;

followed by the self-paced verbal program

used by Group 1, with segments serially

intermixed.

skapj - control group; no. fixed -paced film

presentation; self-paced verbal

program used by other groups, only.

An achievement test was administered to all groups immediately following

the learning session.

Retention measurement.Sin the schoolq:

Week 9 - Administration of a teat to measure retention.



Individual Difference Measures

The principal individual difference measures used were the Otis IQ,

obtained from school records, and the following Differential Aptitude

Tests (DAT): Space Relations, Verbal Reasoning, and Abstract Reasoning.

The aptitude tests were administered in the schools by the project staff.

Pre - Experimental Programs

Two pre-experimental programs were designed to bring all students up

to a comparable level of prior knowledge about concepts and principles on

which an understanding of mechanical advantage would depend. One program

covered the concepts of "force and motion;" the second was an "introduction

to levers."

Pre-experimental programs and the verbal experimental programs (described

below) were prepared in the REP style developed by Gropper (1965b). Briefly,

R-E-P stands for Recognize, Edit, and Produce, and describes the sequence

of response mode requirements given the student. The discriminations and

generalizations on which the learning of concepts is contingent were acquired

first on the basis of recognition of multiple-choice responses. Then, stu-,

dents practiced editing verbal statements. This required them to discriminate

between correctly and incorrectly used concepts; when incorrect, they were

required to correct them. Not until this stage was completed were students

required to produce responses. For example, they were required to make up

sentences from key words supplied, with other key words deliberately with-

held. Their task was to produce a complete sentence and in so doing to

produce the key phrases or words that would properly relate the given

terms. Production frames also included conventional completion responses.

Criterion frames in the REP programs consisted of make-up-a-sentence

task or of the more conventional completion frames, requiring the production

of a fairly long, complex response. These frames required the student either
11.

to reproduce a principle in his own words or to apply it to a concrete

problem.



Experimental Programs

There were three types of experimental programs, a verbal self-paced

program, a fixed-paced visual program, and a fixed-paced verbal program.

The verbal, self-paced program taken by all students, was also prepared

in the REP style and was prepared in seven segments with each segment

covering one or two concepts or principles. A fixed-paced verbal program

on film was designed to parallel the visual program. It was administered

preceding the self-paced verbal program for those students in the experi-

mental treatment requiring it The content of the two verbal programs is

given in Appendix Al starting on pages 1 and 32.

lamLyagEm. Pictured demonstrations illustrating concepts and

principles that define what is meant by mechanical advantage were programmed.

The presentation was preponderately pictorial (e.g., raising loads at one

end of a board by pushing down at the, other end). When words were used, they

merely described, but did not explain, what was occurring. Technical explana-

tions were given in the succeeding self-paced verbal program. The procedures

used in programming these demonstrations were those developed by Gropper in

his studies on the use of visuals 09650. In this approach, students prac-

tice making discriminations about demonstrational events, their responses

consisting of the selection of multiple-choice pictorial options. Through

such responding to pictorial (demonstrational) stimulus events, students

acquire relevant concepts and principles. The technique may be illustrated

by a brief description of each of the seven visual segments.

Segment 1. This segment was designed to teach the student that the

force required to lift an object, whether by hand or with a lever, has to be

equal. to the weight of the object.

First, it was demonstrated that a scale can measure the size of a force;

a hanging scale attached to a hook on a wall was pulled and the strength of

the force labelled as being of x magnitude. Then, with the aid of a hanging

scale, students were shown that an object weighing x pounds required an x lb.

reading on the scale (lifting force) to be able to raise the object by hand.

Students were then required to predict where the pointer on the scale would

have to be if a x lb. object were to be raised. Pictorial response options

included a 2:reading, a less than and a more than y reading. (Pages of



the response booklet are reproduced in Appendix A, page 27.) A similar

series of. illustrative and practice demonstrations was used to teach the

students that the lifting end of a lever must apply an x lb. force (x lb.

reading on the scale) to lift an x lb. object.

Students thus practiced making discriminations among the scale posi-

tions required for an object to be lifted. By practice with a sufficient

number of such examples they learned the principle concerning the required

equality of a lifting force and an object's weight.

Segment 2. This segment was designed to teach students that the force

applied to one end of a lever can be smaller than the lifting force applied

to the load on the other end. For this purpose: hanging scales were attached

to either end of a board, which was rotated around a fulcrum. As La segment 1,

a demonstration was used to 'point out a relationship: in this case: the differ-

ence between scale readings at the applied and lifting ends of a lever.

Students were then expected to predict what scale readingt would be for

other examples: e.g.: whether the applied force would be less than: equal to:

or more then the lifting force.

Segment 3. In this and all succeeding segments: as in segments 1 and 2,

one or more examples preceded problems requiring students to respond actively.

Segment 3 was designed to teach students about the ratio of applied force to

lifting force. The student's problem was to indicate how many blocks would

be raised at the lifting end If n number of blocks were placed on the applied

end -- given a particular ratio of applied force to lifting force.

Segment It. Just prior to the fourth visual segmevt: the third verbal

segment had taught the meaning of the term mechanical advantage. With differ-

ing number of blocks at either end of the first class lever shown on the

screen: students had to solve the following problems in visual segment 4:

(a) they had to indicate what the mechanical advantage of the lever was for

a given combination of blocks at either end: e.g.: 2 and 8; (b) given the

mechanical advantage and, the number of blocks at the applied end: they had

to select from pictorial options how many blocks could be lifted at the other

erdj and (c) given the mechanical advantage of a lever and the number of

blocks at the load end: to indicate how few blocks at the other end would

lift the load. This segment was intended to teach the mathematical

-9-



relationship between the magnitude of the applied force, the weight of the

load, and the mechanical advantage of a lever.

ant. With the use of blocks again, this segment was designed to

teach students the relationship between the position of the fulcrum and the

change in ratio of applied force to lifting force. Students were required

in one problem, to predict where the fulcrum would have to be moved if a

number of blocks smaller than the number used in demonstration were to lift

the same load. Then, in another problem, they were required to predict how

many blocks would be required to lift the same load when the fulcrum was

moved.

The fifth segment also was designed to teach students the relationship

between the ratio of lever-arm lengths and the ratio of applied fiv.ce to

lifting force. Given an example of a lever with ratio of arm lengths kij

(ratio of forces i /k), they were required to predict the number of blocks

that would be lifted given a lever with a ratio of arm lengths min, the

applied force being 2.

ageml6 In this segment, two levers were shown, each having a differ-

ent number of blocks at either end. The problem put to the student was one

of computing the mechanical advantage of each lever (by relating the number

of blocks at the lifting and applied ends); and as a second problem, to

indicate which lever of a pair had the larger mechanical advantage. This

segment was thus designed to expand on the student's understanding of

mechanical advantage.

Segment 7 continued the approach used. in segment 6. In both segments,

students were required to solve problems relating mechanical advantage,

applied force, and lifting force. Through practice with the various examples,

students could learn that a larger load could be lifted! by a lever having a

larger mechanical advantage (applied forces being the same for both); or that

a larger load could be lifted by the lever to which the larger applied force

was applied (with mechanical advantage constant), and other principles of

this sort. This segment was designed to teach the relationships among the

three terms in computational terms. Responses to these problems were based

on pictorial options.

-10-



All visual segments, it can readily be appreciated, relied almost exclu-

sively on concrete events and objects to teach new concepts. Technical-

language was used during demonstrations only after it had appeared in the

verbal programs, taken prior to the particular visual segment. Concept

acquisition was thus based on discrimination practice about relationships

presented in concrete, pictorial form.

Achievement Test

The achievement test used Immediately following the experimental learn-

ing session consisted of item highly similar to those used in the programs.

It also contained transfer items using levers other than a straight board.

The content of the test is given in Appendix Al page 0

Retention Test

The same achievement teat was used again to measure retention, four weeks

later* The'test was administered in the schools.

12
S1blELs

The subjects were eighth.grade students from the city and Diocesan

schools of Pittsburgh. Students were assigned at.random.to the three experi-

mental conditions* Correlational analyses were based on 46 subjects in

the pictorial treatment group, 42 in the verbal treatment group, and 45 in

the control group. Variance analyses were based on a total of 95 subjects

matched for Nand time-to-learn.



RESULTS

Ailtitudes and learrelleasures. The correlations between aptitude
and certain learning variables of major importance to the present study

are summarized in Table 1, taken from the complete matrixes contained in
Appendix Al page 56. This table makes it possible to compare the correla-

tions of each learning measure with each aptitude measure, under "pictorial,"

"verbal," and "control" conditions of instruction. By reading the table

across each row, a comparison of correlations is provided under these three

conditions of presentation. Reading down each column permits the compari-

son of learning vs. aptitude correlations for the different aptitudes

(verbal, spatial, abstract reasoning, IQ) under one condition of presenta-

tion at a time.

TAB= 1

Correlations Within Each Experimental Group
of Learning Variables vs. Aptitude Variables

Learning
Variable

Laarningl
Rate

Conditions of Instruction

Verbal Control
(Nc45)

Pictorial
Aptitude N.461

Verbal .321
Spatial .221

Abstr. Reas. .009
IQ .467*

Achievement

Verbal
Spatial

Abstr. Reas.
IQ

.457

.366

.412

.181

Retention

Verbal
Spatial

Abet'. Reas.
IQ.

.355

.295

.393

.157

.286+

-.134'

-.029

.142

-.114
-.063

-.178*

.482 .510

.346 .436

.457 .344

.309 .449

.479 .470

.093 .350

.215 .294

.217 .331

1
Corre3dtions with tine to learn are sign reversed; differences between
marked correlations in this row are significant at the .01 level;+
differences between marked correlations in this column are significant
at the .01 level.



The variable of learning rate, measured as time to complete self-paced

programmed materials, is of major interest in the present study. The pro-

grammed materials used for the measurement of results of experimental treat-

ment were verbal in composition. They were carefully pre-tested and revised

to produce high achievement for high proportions of the learners. Accord-

ingly, rate of learning was considered to be the major indicator of success

of any previous learning treatment. Generally speaking, with exdeption to

be noted, the correlations between learning rate and aptitude were fairly

low and not significantly different from each other. Specifically, looking

across the first row of the table, no significant difference in correlation

is found between verbal aptitude and rate of learning following "verbal"

instructional conditions, as compared with those correlations found follow-

ing other conditions.

Similarly (row 2), there is no significantly higher correlation between

spatial aptitude and rate of learning following "pictorial" conditions of

presentation than occurs under other conditions. Correlations between

abstract reasoning (row 3) and rate of learning are uniformly low.

However, one of the differences among the correlations of IQ with learn-

ing rate is a significant one, and worthy of hote. The highest correlation

(.467) occurs in the group which learned under visual conditions. This

correlation is significantly different from zero, and as shown in Table 1,

from that obtained in the control condition. Although under most learning

conditions, learning rate correlates to a low degree with all aptitude

measures, when pictorial conditions are employed, this exceptional correla-

tion is obtained.

To continue with an examination of differences among correlations of

aptitude with learning rate, one significant difference (top, middle column)

occurs between the size of relationship of learning rate to verbal aptitude

under verbal conditions of instruction, and with spatial aptitude under the

same (verbal) conditions. Here the difference is entirely in the expected

dir:action. When instruction is given by means of verbal presentation, verbal

aptitude relates more highly to learning rate than does spatial aptitude.

This finding is In accordance with hypothesis (2) as previously stated.

When verbal presentations are used in instruction, measures of verbal
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aptitude predict how rapidly students will learn, to a greater extent than

do other aptitudes.

Turning to the next block in the table, it may be seen that achievement.

(swam on the immediate post- learning test) is correlated with all the apti-

tude measures, nearly always to a moderate degree. Virtually all of these

correlations are significantly different from zero. Perhaps most noteworthy

is the small correlation (.181) of IQ with achievement under pictorial instruc-

tion conditions, since it contrasts with the relationship previously noted of

IQ with learning raa (.467).

The retention measure correlates moderately (and significantly) with

verbal aptitude under each condition of instruction, but not differentially

among these conditions. Lower correlations are obtained between retention

and spatial aptitude, retention and abstract reasoning, and retention and ma,

than is the case for retention and verbal aptitude. No doubt the verbal

nature of.the test used in retention is mainly responsible for the higher

trend of relationships with verbal aptitude. No significant differential

effects of instructional conditions can be found among these correlations.

Relations among learning measures. The correlations obtained among

some of the more important learning measures used in'the study are shown in

Table 2. The significant differences between various pairs of measures are

indicated.

Looking first across the rows of the table, one is struck first of all

with the absence of evidence for differential effects of the conditions of

instruction on these correlations. The sole exception, previously noted

in Table 1, and shown here in row 1, is the correlation of IQ scores with

learning rate under pictorial conditions of instruction, as contrasted with

the correlation obtained under other conditions. The suggestion here is that

the rate of learning under pictorial conditions comes to depend, upon IQ to a

greater extent than is true under other conditions. In other words, visual

presentation of the sort used in this study has a tendency to depend for

its effectiveness (in improving learning rate) on intelligence, to a neater

extent than is true with other kindi of instructional conditions.

16,
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TABLE 2

Correlations Within Each Experimental Group
Among Different Learning Variables and IQ

.Conditions of Instruction

Learning Pictorial Verbal Control
Variable Variable (N-46) (R=42) (Nu45)

Lng. Rate
1

.467* .142 -.1784+
IQ Achievement .181 .309 .449

Retention .157 .217 .331

Lng. Rate
1

Lng. Rate
1

.612+ .649t .477

on Pre-Exp. Achievement .149 .213 .423

Materials Retention .187 .016 .274

Pre-Exp.
Achievement

Lng. Rate
1

-.006 .123 .309

Achievement .352 .419 .383

Retention .364 .093 .233

Achievement
Lng. Rate1 .187+ .120

+
-.044+

Retention .825 .563 .753

1Correlations are with time to learn, sign reversed; *differences between
narked correlations in this rov are significant at the .01 level;
+
differmnces between correlations with learning rate, as compared with
corr,ations with the other variables, are significant at the .05 level.

Two measures Obtained prior to the experimental sessions are included

in the table as major variables of interest. A measure of time to learn

(learning rate) was obtained on pre-experimental programs which were self-

paced and verbal in nature. In addition, a measure of achievement was.

Obtained on a test applicable to these pre-experimental materials. By

examining the columns within sections of the table, one obtains a strong

impression of the contrast between the intercorrelations of these two pre-

experimental variables with learning rate (i.e., one of the main dependent

variables of the experiment) and the intercorrelations of these same vari-

ables with achievement (post-experimental) and retention measures. For

example, learning rate on pre-experimental mateAsia correlates substantially
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with learning rate measured following the experimntai treatment under all

of the conditions; but the same measure correlates with achievement and

retention scores to a significantly lower extent in both experimental groups.

Pre-experimental achievement, in contrast, is related with post-experimental

achievement. and retention measures to only a moderdr-degree, and with post-

treatment learning rate to a small degree. Finally, the'post-treatment

achievement scores show very low correlations with post-treatment learning

rate, but significantly higher ones with the retention measure. In sums so

far as measures of learning are concerned, it appears that one is dealing

with two distinct types, which are not closely related to each other. On

the one. hand there is 7_aarning rate, which shows a strong tendency to remain

stable from one learning task to another, as has been found in previous

studies (Kress & Gropper, 19644. On the other is achievement, measured

either immediately or as retention after an interval; this measure is not at

all highly related from task to task, although it is not unreliable when

measured on the same task at two different times. These two variables --

learning rate and achievement -- however, show very low relationships to

each other.

Effects of instructional conditions. The performance measures of learn-

ing rate, errors, achievement, and retention were examined by means of

analysis of variance techniques with instructional conditions (visual, verbal,

control) and aptitude measures (spatial, verbal) treated as independent

variables. This resulted in a 3x2x2 analysis.

For the achievement measure, instructional method effects were

apparently present but did not attain significance. The achievement test had

a total possible score of 63. Mean differences for the methods of instruc-

tion were in the following order: pictorial highest (M = 40.2, S.D. = 6.9),

then verbal (M = 38.1, S.D. = 8.0), and finally control (M = 36.1, S.D. =

8.7), which is consistent with some previous findings (cropper, 1965a).

For retention, a similar state of affairs was revealed, yielding the same

order of mean differences. (In the order ',:iatorial, verbal, control:

M = 38.9, S.D. = 7.3; M = 34.90 S.D. = 8.0; M = 35.2, S.D. = 9.4.) Effects

of verbal aptitude were found to be significant, as was previously suggested

by the correlational data of U.ble 1. For this comparison, F = 7.37,



df 1 and 84, P <.01. However,. there was no significant interaction between

aptitude and instructional method variables.

No significant differences were found in the means of number of errors

made. in the experimental program, obtained following different experimental

treatments.

Turning to the measure of learning rate, significant differences were

found for the instructional method variable. In this case, F = 3.64, df 2

and 84, P <.05. The mean scores of time to complete the program were in

the following order: verbal method (M = 75.2, S.D. = 8.9), control (M =

77.6, S.D. = 7.0), and pictorial method (M = 80.6, S.D.-= 7.9). There is

probably a reasonable relation between these findings and the previously

reported correlations. In general, the use of the pictorial method slowed

down the learning of subsequent verbally programmed material. It maybe

supposed that it "required more intelligence" to learn the verbally-

presented material after having learned preceding material by visual means.

No significant interaction was found between instructional method and either

spatial or verbal aptitude.
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DISCUSSION

The results can perhaps first best be discussed in terns of the hypothe-

ses this research was designed to test.

1. Higher relationships between spatiakaptitude.and learni.: will be

found with pictorial presentation than with verbal. The correlational evi-

dence does not support this hypothesis. The correlations of spatial and

verbal aptitudes with learning measures range from low to moderate, but are

not significantly different from each other under the pictorial instruction

conditions. There is, however, a significant difference in the correlations

of learning rate vs. verbal aptitude and learning rate vs. spatial aptitude,

under the verbal condition of instruction, indicating that the latter condi-

tion tended to be better for those individuals with high verbal aptitude.

2. gkrar:relationshisiverz_webalatitudeandlearnini will be

found with verbal presentation than with visual. Some partial evidence was

found of the correctness of this hypothesis. The verbal method of instruc-

tion was superior in facilitating later verbal instruction, as measured by

learning rate. However, when achievement and retention were measured, the

pictorial method ranked highest, in a non-significant comparison.

3. Abstract reasoning ability will be related to learning to a rela-

tively low degree, equally and verbal presentation.

No evidence aninsi this hypothesis was found. In general, correlations of

learning scores with abstract reasoning scores ranged from low to moderate,

but were not strikingly different from those with other aptitudes.

Generally speaking, then, correlations obtained between aptitudes and

learning variables did not show evidences of being different under different

methods of instruction. Interpretation of this finding and its generality

must take note of several factors in the situation. For one thing, it will

be recalled that the instructional lessons were carefully programmed, and

pre-tested, in order to insure that a high percentage of students mastered

them. The individual differences measured under these conditions are in a

sense residual ones, and are presumably snail in comparison with those which

might appear under conventional instruction. Such a procedure was neverthe-

less deliberate, because a fairly severe test of the idea of different
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learning "styles" was desired. Its effect, however, must have been to reduce

the variance of learning measures, and thus to produce lower correlation

coefficients. Second, it may be noted that the pictorial instruction given

was of the sort designed to establish precise concepts by contrasting differ-

entiating cues. This is not the only kind of pictorial instruction which

might be used. Gropper (1963, 1965a) has distinguished several different

functions that may be served by visual instruction.

Despite these limitations, there seems to be no particular reason why

aptitude-instructional method interactions could not have been revealed by

this study, if they truly existed. While it cannot be concluded that such

relationships do not exist, one is inclined to say that the strategy of

searching for relations of learning measures with aptitudes (as they are

traditionally measured) is not a promising one. As Cronbach and Gleser (1965)

put it, the regression lines relating aptitude to payoff for the different

treatments do not cross, and therefore do not provide a useful basis for

choice of instructional method.

Some implications. If aptitudes do not provide a basis for differen-

tially prescribing instructional methods, might other kinds of individual

difierencen serve this purpose? This is believed to be a likely and worth-

while possibility. After all, aptitudes of the sort measured in this study

are considered to be abilities of quite a general nature (i.e., related to

many varieties of specific tasks). What about some individual differences

of a more specific sort? It would appear that such differences exist and

are capable of measurement. Such individual differences variables may be

described as task-specific (by which is meant, specific to a rather narrowly

circumscribed class of tasks). They are not usually measured as "aptitudes."

However, there are reasons to believe they might be the kinds of differences

which are differentially related to such instructional methods as "pictorial"

and "verbal" ones.

Some of the task - specific differences which may exhibit differential

relations with learning measures in visually presented instruction are as

follows:



1. Ability to abstract a class concept from visually presented object

exemplars of the class. For example, in the material used'in the present

study, the concept 'effort force" is taught by means of a pictorial presenta-

tion. A measure of correct identification of a number of different repre-

sentations of effort force, following a single visual presentation of this

concept, would seem to be possible to devise.

2. Ability to make and maintain discriminations of visually presented

objects by multiple cues, when varied examples are shown. Perhaps the

Eimplest illustration of this function in the materials of the present study
is the Class 1 lever. It should be possible to design a measure of discrimi-

nation of such a lever from other arrangements of potential "arms" and "ful-
crums" which do not, however, represent Class 1 levers. The appearance of

such objects, both correct exemplars and incorrect one60 could be varied

extensively in other dimensions.

3. Ability to resist interference in the face of frequent reversals

of cues in object identification. Resistance to interference as an indi-

vidual difference may be expected to have an effect on retention of learned

concepts and concept discriminations. In relation to the materials of this

study, such a measure might be derived by requiring identification of correct

and incorrect representations of lever balance, when frequent reversals

are introduced of the number of weights (i.e., amount of force), the side

of the lever on which they are placed, and. the relative lengths of the two
lever arms.

. 4. Ability to code unfamiliar figures for retention (similar to "visual

memory"). Such an ability does not seem to be prominently involved in the

visual presentations used in this study, but is mentioned here for the sake

of completeness. It is ccmeivable that a visually presented learning task

might require the learning of separate identifications (or names) for a

number of different forms or spatial arrangements. For example, the learner

might need to acquire identifications of the three different classes of lever.

His ability to code these (or a larger set of differing figures) differen-

tially could be measured by his retention of them following a brief presenta-

tion of the entire set.
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5. Ability to identify correct verbal statements of principles from

visually presented specific examples. This ability involves visual to

verbal "translation." Distinguishing correct from incorrect verbal state-

ments of a visually presented relationship is the kind of measure suggested.

In the present study, an example would be provided by the,:Verbally stated

.principle relating force and length applicable to one arm of a balanced

lever to that of the other arm.

These are some of the ways, and perhaps the important ways, in which

individuals might be expected to differ from each other in learning brought
about by visually presented instruction. A comparable set of abilities can

readily be stated applying to verbal instruction. It is apparent that

although certain resemblances can be seen wit tests of aptitude, the measures

suggested by these descriptions do not resemble aptitudes as usually con-

ceived. The kinds of abilities implied haVe a definite resemblance to

Travers' (1954, p. 8) definition of abilities "to makt.the discriminations

which are necessary to profit from training." However, it is not clear that

conformity to this definition is complete, since some of these dispositions

might not properly be called discriminations.

It is of some importance to point out that the pursuit of research on

relationships between instructional methods and individual differences vari-

ables of the "task-specific" sort would depend on the development and try-

out of new kinds of tests, of the sort which have usually been discarded by
those interested in aptitude measurement because of their "too specific"

nature. No shortcuts to the testing of hypotheses of the sort suggested

here can be seen. Instead, it would be necessary to exclude from considera-

tion whatever is already known about the relationships among traditional

aptitude tests. This is not to suggest that some clarification of the

relationships between aptitude tests and newly designed "task-specific"

measures would not ultimately be attainable.

Our mos'4 general conclusion is, therefore, that individual differences

that are correlated with different methods of instruction, and represent

what may be called "learning styles" need to be sought in measures which are

more specific than those yielded by traditional aptitude tests. Disposi-

tions that are "task-specific" to pictorially or verbally presented learning



tasks appear to.offer promise for this purpose. Since such differences have

'not usually been measured, there is currently no body of evidence providing

support for this point of view.
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2
STUDY NO.

THE USE OF VISUAL EXAMPLES IN REVIEW



INTRODUCTION

There are a number of imaginable ways in which visually-presented

instruction might be expected to influence the effectiveness of learning,

several of which have been described by Dropper (1963, 1965a). Besides

their effects during the phase or acquisition, other possible outcomes

resulting from the use of visual presentations are improved retention of

what is learned, and as a somewhat related matter, improved transfer of

learning to novel situations. It seems possible that visual presentations

might help to establish in the learner memorial states that are visual in

content, as opposed to being verbal; and that these maybe easy to recall,

as suggested, for example, by the use of visual images as coding devices

in "memory systems."

Summaries of reseerch on film and television presentations by Hoban

and van Omer (1950) and Carpenter (1960) include descriptions of studies

which have employed measures of retention as well as achievement immediately

following learning. Schramm's (1962) more recent article also discusses

the results of such studies. In general, the findings have shown, that gains

relatable to the use of visual presentations in many kinds of learning tasks

persist over periods of weeks and months. When visual presentations have

been found to be superior to text or lecture, such differences are found

to persist when retention is measured at a later time (Gibson, 1947; Rulon,

1933; Vernon, 1946; Kanner, Runyon, & Desiderato, 1954).

The effectiveness of brief review of material interspersed at intervals

following its initial learning is an accepted fact (McGeoch & Irion, 1952).

Yet few if any investigators have considered the direct effects which visual

presentations may have on the retention process. There is certainly a good

theoretical reason for expecting that visual demonstrations may have such

an effect. As Dropper (1963) points out, retention of principles illustrated

in visual form may be less subject to interference than the same principles

in verbal form.

Of.particular interest in connection with the use of pictorial presenta-

tions for review purposes is the introduction of variation in the visual

examples used to teach a concept or principle. A presentation of review
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materials can emphasize the application of learned principles to the same

class of situations used for original instruction, or, alternatively, it can

emphasize application to new and different situations. There are many

suggestions in the literature on learning research that the latter procedure

may serve to enhance recall. Furthermore, varying the examples used for

review may also have the effect of aiding transfer of learning to new situa-

tions.

The need was seen for a study that tested the effects on retention and

transfer of visually-presented review materials administered following an

initial learning period. The principles contained in the original lessons

and in the reviews would be concerned with the physical principles of mechani-

cal advantage. One group of students would review these principles via a

visual presentation using the same examples as those employed in original

learning. A second equivalent group would respond to a review presentation

illustrating the same principles of mechanical advantage, but involving a

variety of examples that had not been seen. before. A control group of stu-

dents would receive no review. At an interval following the review session,

each group would be examined by means of a test which had two separable

portions, one providing a score for retention, the other a score for trans-

fer of training. In the former case, the items would pertain to the same

class of situations used in original learning, although they would not be

identical with these. The transfer items, in contrast, would use situations

that were outside this class, to which the principles of mechanical advantage

were applicable.

The questions posed by these experimental arrangements may be stated as

follows:

1. Is retention of science principles enhanced by.a review

involving application of principles to visually presented

examples?

2. Are retention and transfer improved more by the inclusion of

novel examples in the review than by examples drawn from the

same class as those used in original learning?
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METHOD

Experimental Design

Independent variables. The experiment was designed to determine the

effect that various types of visual review sequences would have on reten-

iht,Nn and transfer. The specific experimental comparisons made were among

the following review conditions: (a) review with a visual (demonstrational)

lesson used in original learning; (b) review with a visual lesson illus-

trating the same concepts and principles covered in the original lesson but

using novel demonstration examples to do so; and (c) no review. The primary

independent variable was the type of review -- with three treatments assessed.

Two individual difference measures were alai) treated as independent

variables. There were two levels of IQ, high (mean IQ of 121) and low

(mean IQ of 107), and two levels of learning rate. The latter measure was

Obtained as time-to-complete pre-experimental self-paced instructional

programs of relevance to the experimental materials, and was categorized as

fast (mean time of 25 minutes) and slow (mean time of 31 minutes). This

resulted in a 3x2x2 design, or one containing 12 conditions. Analyses of

variance applied to each of these pre-experimental differences in levels

revealed highly significant differences beyond the .01 level of confidence.

Dependent variables. The primary dependent variable was the subject's

score on an achievement test. The test consisted of retention items cover-

ing material presented'in the original lesson; and transfer items covering

the same concepts and principles presented in original learning, but using

new applications. The test is reproduced in its entirety in Appendix Ell

page 8..

Experimental. Procedure

All subjects received identical pre-experimental treatment designed to

provide a common background and level of prior knowledge (relevant to

"mechanical advantage," the topic covered in the experiment). All students

Observed the following general schedule (with minor variations in the time

of administration of self-instructional programs in the schools, occasioned

by ongoing schedule requirements):



Week 1 - Pre-Experimental Learning

Ipretest on "mechanical advantage"

program on "how to go through a prram"

Day 2 program on "force and motion"

Day 3 general introduction to "levers"

Day 1,

Week 3 - Original Learning

A fixed-paced, provammed visual lesson on fibs and

self-paced verbal lesson on "mechanical advantage"

in booklets. Following this, students were assigned

at random to different experimental treatments as

follows:

Week 5 - Review Session

Group A: Repeat of original fixed-paced visual

lesson on film.

Group B: A new, fixed-paced visual lesson on film

containing novel examples.

Group C: Control group, having no review.

mq21.2 - Achievement Test of Retention and Transfer

The same test given to all groups.

Experimental. Materials

All experimental materials are reproduced Appendices A and

save for the visual lesson, which was described in some detail in the

report, of the first study in this series, presented earlier in this report.

All verbal programs administered in the classroom as well as the verbal

program segments serially intermixed with the original visual lesson were

those used in Study No. 1. Briefly, it may be pointed out their purpose

was to attempt to bring all students up to a common level of prior knowledge

concern g levers and the concepts of force, length, balance, etc. related

to them. These programs were prepared in the REP style of programming
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developed by Cropper (1965b). The visual program was also developed for use

in Study No. 1. It was administered to all students in their original learn-

ing session.

In the experimental portion of-this study, a new visual presentation was

prepared for use as a review lesson. Each segment of this lesson covered

the same concepts and principles as the original, but usednovel examples

not encountered in the original lesson. Whereas a straight board (a lever)

was used consistently throughout the original lesson, other examples of

machines (pulley), of levers (screwdriver, crowbar, hammer, tongs), and of

loads -vild of can, nail, etc.) were used in the review material. Like the

original visual lesson, the novel one was programmed. It required discrimina-

tion practice (pictorial response options) involving the visual events of the

lesson, and provided for responding on the basis of pictorial options. A

full description of this instructional method is included in the report of

Study No. 1.

Subjects

The learners were eighth-grade students drawn grom five classes in the

public and Diocesan schools of Pittsburgh. These subjects were assigned at

random to the three experimental conditions. A total of 72 subjects (24 for

each condition) was used in the analysis of results. An analysis of vari-

ance indicated no significant differences among these treatment groups with

respect to ma measured before the experiment (F = 0.99; df 2 and 60;

P >.05).



RESULTS

Pretest on Mechanical Advantage

Scores obtained on the pretest dealing with mechanical advantage showed

clear differences between the means of the high-IQ and low -IQ groups, as

might be expected. The means were 5.86 and 3.22 (S,D. = 2.77, 1.66),

respectively, and a significant difference was indicated by an F of 23.8,

df 1 and 60, P 1(.01. Tests applied to the three different treatment groups,

however, indicated no significant differences between them on the pretest

(F = 2.43, df 2 and 60, p>.05). Thus the groups subjected to different

experimental treatments were comparable to begin with, as indicated by pre-

test scores.

Scores on Retention Test

Scores on the test of retention permit a comparison of performance of

the three groups given different experimental treatments. The maximum

possrlle score was 14. The mean retention score for thegroup which used

the original lesson for review was 7.46 (S.D, = 3.89); for the group having

a lesson containing new examples in review, 7.04 (S.D. = 3.30); and for the

(control) group having no review, 5.25 (S.D. = 2.92). The relevant F

measure is 4.79, df 2 and 60, pi<.05. A t-test applied to the difference

between each of the two experimental groups and the control group indicated

both of these differences to be significant ones (t = 1.99, 2.12; P .05).

The difference between the two experimental treatments, however, was not

significant. These results may therefore be said to indicate no difference

between the original lesson vs. the new lesson as review procedures. The

only difference, and that a substantial one, is between review and no review.

Intelligence (IQ) however, shows up in this comparison of retention

scored with a considerable effect. The mean scores on the retention test for

the high-IQ group were 8.75 (S.D. = 3.30), and for the low-IQ group, 4.41

(S.D. = 2.02). This difference is a significant one OF = 48.99, df 1 and 60, .

P < .01).

A test of significance was also made in retention scores for subjects

exhibiting high vs. low learning rates, as measured by time to complete
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pre-experimental self-paced programs. Although the means differed slightly

(7.0 and 6.1 respectively), the difference was not a significant one OF =

1.81, df 1 and 60, PY>.05).

Score; on Test of Ttansfer

Similar results were Obtained by comparison of the scores indicating

transfer of learning in the various groups. The transfer test had a maxi-

mum score of 19. The mean transfer score for the group using the original

lesson in review was 8.58 (S.D. = 4.24); for the group using the "novel

example" lesson, 6.96 (S.D. = 3.71); and for the group having no review,

5.54 S.D. = 3.40). The F-test yielded values of F = 5.40; df 2 and 60;

P <.01, in this comparison. A t-test applied to the individual means

showed none of the pairs of differences to be significant except that be-

tween review by means of the original lesson and no review (t = 2.74,

P <.01). The review by means of a lesson containing new visual examples

did not enhance the amount of transfer over that occurring in the condition

having no review.

IQ levels in this case also have a marked relation to the scores

Obtained on the transfer test. The means were 8.91 (S.D. = 4.18) and

5.13 (S.D. = 2.60) respectively for high and low IQ groups (F = 24.94,

df 1 and 60, P(.01).

No significant relation was found between transfer scores and measures

of rate of learning obtained from administration of the pre-experimental

self-paced programs. The value of F in this case was 0.44, df 1 and 60,

ro.05.



DISCUSSION

The first hypothesis of interest in the study is that review sessions

requiring application of learned principles to pictorially presented examples

on mechanical advantage improves both retention and transfer. This question

was explored both with respect to retention of the principles six weeks follow-

ing the original learning, and also with respect to transfer of learning to

problems having a somewhat novel content, following the same interval.

Other corollary issues were to be investigated, including the relation of

retention and transfer scores to IQ, and to a measure of learning rate

obtained from pre-experimental learning programs.

With respect to the first hypothesis, the results of the study are

fairly clear-cut. An advantage in final achievement has been shown in

both retention and transfer scores of a review session interposed during

the second week of the interval of six weeks following the completion of

learning. Scores on both retention and transfer tests were found to be

significantly superior in groups having the pictorially presented review,

as compared with those of a group having no review.

The second major hypothesis under investigation was that effectiveness

of review would be enhanced by the use of novel visual examples in the review

lesson, as compared with a review lesson covering the same principles, but

containing the same visual examples used in original learning. Regarding

this question, it was found that the review containing the visual examples

of the original lesson did not differ significantly in effectiveness for

retention from the form containing novel examples. For transfer of learn-

ing, a significant difference was not found favoring the review with novel

visual examples over no review; whereas the form containing "old" visual

examples was significantly superior to the condition with no review.

We are thus confronted with the not surprising finding that review in

the sense of "going over the same material" after an interval of time has

a definite heightening effect upon retention. This is, of course, remi-

niscent of results with other materials like lists of verbal associates

(cf. Underwood, 1964, p. 148) . It appears likewise to be true for transfer

of learning of verbal associates: that overlearning has a marked tendency to
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increase the amount of transfer (Handler, 1954; Handler & Heinemann, 1956).

While the question of generalizability of findings from verbal learning to

the learning of principles can reasonably be raised, nevertheless the facts

would seem to indicate that review is effective in both kinds of learning.

The present findings regarding the relative ineffectiveness of novel

examples in enhancing the transfer of training measured some weeks follow-

ing learning may in some measure be related to an ineffectiveness of the

examples employed during review in effecting the necessary generalization.

The examples were, after all, physically quite dissimilar from those used

during learning. Perhaps they made it difficult for the learner to abstract

the essential conceptual features. Otherwise, the finding that novel exam-

ples did not significantly improve review may be related to same important

theoretical conceptions. Since studies have shown varied examples in origi-

nal learning to have an important influence on transfer (cf. Duncan, 1958),

the results reported here suggest a marked difference in the effect of this

kind of variable on the retaining of knowledge for later application (trans-

fer). In other words, a review session, in contrast with original learn-

ing, may not be capable of facilitating transfer; perhaps all one can

influence by means of review is retention. When transfer is tested at a time

following review, its limits may be set by what can be retained. The sugges-

tion is, one can "teach for transfer" in original learning, but possibly one

cannot "review for transfer." The effects of review are primarily upon

retention, and this study has revealed no better forma for the review than

that of the material used for original. learning. The results provide no

hint of qualities in novel visual examples. which would make them peculiarly

useful in .review as a means of enhancing transfer.

The results provide added evidence, if any is needed, that differences

in IQ influence amount of retention and amount of transfer of learning to a

significant degree. The idea is reaffirmed that measures of IQ are related

to several different kinds of activities of practical importance to the learn-

ing of school-relevant materials, and that among these activities are the

capabilities of retaining and of generalizing (i.e., transferring) what has

been learned. It is also of interest to note the insignificant relationships

obtained in this study with the variable of learning rate, as measured for

individuals in a pre-experimental session using a verbal self-paced
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constructional program. Rate of learning has revealed itself in previous

studies (Cropper & Kress, 1965) as a variable of considerable importance in

its relation to achievement under self-paced conditions. In the first study

of this present series, rate of learning exhibited some of the most impor-

tant differences in correlation with aptitudes, particularly when verbal

presentation of materials was employed. Yet correlations eearning rate

with retention scores, under each condition, were uniformly low in that

study. Similar results are found in the present experiment: a measure of

learning rate obtained with pre-experimental materials is. revealed to be

insignificantly related to either retention or transfer scoresp.under all

three conditions of review. Although learning rate may be moderately related

to achievement scores on the same materials, the present results show time

to learn one set of materials to be not a good predictor of either retention

or transfer of training measures on other materials.

She general implications of these results, so far as visual demonstra-

tions are concerned, are that pictorial presentations can be of considerable

usefulness in enhancing both retention and transfer. But so far as the

present findings are able to throw light upon the reasons for this utility,

it does not appear to arise from the employment cf novel pictorial examples.

Of course, this does not mean that a peculiar effectiveness of novel

examples in reviews may not be found in future research. A more precisely

defined set of learning and retention conditions may be necessary to reveal

such effects.
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EIBMEJE412.

LEVERS*

1.
In'order to lift a 100-1b. load by hand,
the force you have to apply to the load is

less than
100 lbs. 100 lbs.

11M311111111111011111.
X

In order to lift the same load with a
lever, the lever force

can be has to be
less than has to be more than
100 lbs. 100 lbs. 100 lbs.

2.

X

In order to lift a 35-1b. object, the
force needed to lift the object is 35 lbs.

when it is lifted
either by hand only when you
or by lever lift it by hand

X

only when the
lifting end of

a lever lifts it

3.

The force needed to lift any object must
be equal to the weight of the object

no matter how only when you
you lift it lift it by hand

X
1111.01111010

only when you lift
it with a lever

4.

In order to raise a 10-1b. rock with
a lever, the lever force

can be has to be
less than has.to be very much more
48 ibs. 48 lbs. than 48 lbs.

X

5.

In order to raise any load with a lever,
the lever force

can be has to be
less than the equal to
weight of the the weight of

load the load

6.

X

has to be
very much more
than the weight

of the load

. EDIT THIS SENTENCE

You need to apply at least a 1 -lb.
force to lift a 2 -lb. book.

If the underlined part of the sentence is
correct, COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part of the sentence is
incorrect, CHANGE the underlined words.

2-LB. FORCE

*The frames reproduced here are those which were presented to the subjects as
confirmation frames after they had made their own responses. X's are used to
indicate the correct multiple choice responses.

A-1



EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The force the lever must apply to
the load can be less than the
weight of the load.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

MUST BE EQUAL TO

8.
A man wants to lift a load with a lever..
You want to tell him how much lever force
the lever will have to apply to the load
in order to lift it.

What would you tell him?

THE LEVER FORCE MUST BE AS MUCH AS
(EQUAL TOT THE WEIGHT OF THE LOAD.

9.
If you lifted a 30,lb. box with a lever,
the LEVER FORCE which lifts the box would
have to be 30 lbs.

Therefore, the force which is equal to
the weight of the load is the

pushing down lifting
effort force lever force0

X

EDIT THIS,SENTENCE

The force which has to be equal to the
weight of the load is the effort force.

If the underline; part is corrects
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

LEVER FORCE

A-2

11.

The boy couldn't lift the load with the
lever because the lever force was

less than the mcre than the
weight of the load weight of the load

X

12.

Construct a sentence
(and any other words

lift a load with
a lever

less than the weight
of the load

13.

wswinleam.

out of these words
you need).

YOU CAN'T LIFT A LOAD
WITH A LEVER IF THE
LEVER FORCE IS LESS

THE IGHT OF

110 LbS.

t75 Lbs.

Compare.the size of effort force and the
lever force.

The effort force is

the same as smaller than
the lever force the lever force

alowsilMr
X

larger than
the lever force

We can get a lever force of 75 lbs. at
the lifting end and lift a 75-lb. load
even though the effort force at the
other" end is

less than equal to
75 lbs . 75 lbs.

X
MD,

more than
75 lbs.



14.

A lever helps you to lift heavy
things. The effort force applied
by you at the pushing down end
of the lever is therefore usually

smaller than larger than
the lever force the lever force

X

15.

The lever force which lifts the
load is always equal to the weight
of the load.

But the effort force you apply at
the other end is

less than tlie lever more than the lever
force and less than force and more than

the weight of the load the weight of the load

X

16.

Here is the main reason for using levers:
They help you to lift heavy loads.

This means that the effort force 2u
apply at the pushing down end is

less than the more than the
weight of the load weight of the load

X

18.

Which is usually bigger?

the effort force the lever force

19.

111=1/111111111111 1117111.111D

X

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The effort force is usually larger than
the lever force.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined art is incorrect,
CHANGE the underliad words.

SMALLER THAN

20.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

smaller than THE EFFORT FORCE IS.USUALLY

lever force SMALLER THAN THE LEVER
FORCE.

effort force

21.

Remember that L stands for Load, Lever
force, and Large.

Put an L next to the place where a large
force is applied.

17.

You use a lever to lift a 100-lb. load,
The lifting end of the lever has to
apply a lever force of 100 lbs. to
the load.

The effort force you apply to the pushing
down end of the lever

can be less has to be equal has to be more
than 100 lbs. to 100 lbs. than 100 lbs.

X

A-3

Put an S next to the place where a small
force is applied.



22.

Construct a sentence

lift a 100-1b. load

the ...ever force

has to be

but the effort force

out of these words.

IN ORDER TO LIFT A
100-LB. LOAD THE
LEVER FORCE HAS TO
BE 100 LBS., BUT THE
EFFORT FORCE CAN BE
LESS THAN 100 LBS.

23.

You apply a 10-1b. force at one end
and at the other end out comes a
50-1b. force.

This means that

the force was
changed and
made bigger

X

the force was
not changed

24.

The reason you can lift a 50-1b.
object, even though you apply only
a small 10 -lb. effort force to a
lever is that

the lever takes your
10-1b. effort force the lever doesn't do
and turns it into a anything to your
a 50-1b. lever force

. eff6rt force
=1111.11.111

X

A-

25.

To lift a 35-lb. load, you apply a 5 -lb.
downward effort force at one end of the
lever.

The lever force which comes out the
other end and lifts the load up is 35 lbs.

The effort force
was changed and
made smaller.

The effort force
was changed and
made bigger.

X

26.

You start by applying a 10-1b. effort force
at one end of a lever.

The lever force which comes out at the
other end is 60 lbs.

The lever changed
a 10-1b. force
into a 60-1b. force.

27.

X

The lever changed
a 60-1b. force
into a 10-1b. force.

The lever changed
the 5 -lb.' effort force

into a 30-1b. lever
Wee.

X

The lever changed
the 30-1b. lever
force into a 5 -lb.
effort force.



The force at A is
changed into"a
Mier force at B.

X

29.

You start with a
small effort force
and out comes a
large lever force.

X

The force at B is
changed into a
smaller force at A.

You start with a
large lever force
and out comes a
small effort force.

30.

The reason we use levers is that the
lever takes our effort force and
produces a lever force at the other
end which is

smaller than bigger than
the effort force the effort force

X

Therefore, this means that even if
we only apply a small effort force
the lever can lift

small loads . large loads
11!..IN!

X

32.

We can produce a large lever force and lift
a large load at the lifting end even if we
only apply a small effort force at the
pushing down end, because the lever

takes a small effort
force and turns it
into a large lever
force

11111111111

X

33.

doesn't change the
effort force at all

A lever applies a large lever force to a
load, even though you only apply a small
effort force to the lever.

This is possible because the lever

changes your small
effort force into doesn't change
a big lever force anything

X

By applying an effort force of _aon 5 lbs.
to the lever, we lift a 90-1b. load.
The reason why this is possible is that

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

the

31.

We only apply a small effort force to a
lever, but the lifting end can still lift
a large load because levers take small
effort forces and change.them into

small large
lever forces lever forces

X

limPPROMPIONWIPPIAIIIITRrWrirrollolIMIPM,

A-5

of 5 lbs. and turns it into a small
lever force of 90 lbs.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined word.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined word.

LARGE

-"itarr"IrlfPrio'09MPTIIVION171194iiipili*Hrvmov.,17.77.7F,



35.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

most levers

small effort force

large lever force

36.

MOST LEVERS TAKE A
SMALL EFFORT FORCE
AND TURN rr INTO A
LARGE LEVER FORCE.

EDIT THIS*SENTENCE

With tLis lever you can only lift
loads which wegh 10 lbs .

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

LIFT LOADS WHICH WEIGH MORE THAN 10 LBS.

37.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

39.

When a force is increased 2 times, it becomes

2 times bigger 5 times bigger
than before than before

lift a heavy load' WE CAN LIFT A HEAVY LOAD

small effort force
WITH A SMALL EFFORT FORCE
BECAUSE-A-LEVER-TMNS-A

because a lever SMALL EFFORT FORCE INTO
A LARGE LEVER FORCE.

38.
When you lift a 1001b. load by hand, how
much force do you have to apply to the
load? 100 LBS.

When the load is lifted by a lever, how
big must the lifting lever force be?
100 LBS.

The effort force you apply to the lever
can be LESS than this because THE LEVER
WILL TARE7THE EFFORT FORCE AND MAKE IT
BIGGER.

A-6

X'

When a force is increased 3 times, it
becomes

3 times bigger 1/3 as big
than before as before

X

40.

A force will become 4 times bigger than
before when it is increased

2 times 4 times 8 times

X
MED

A force will become 8 times bigger when
it is increased

2 times 4 times 8 times

X

41.

A 20-1b. force is increased 4 times.

It becomes
a 5 -lb. force

111111111MNIMM.11

an 80 -lb. force

X

If a 20-1b. force is increased 5 times, it
becomes

a 5 -lb.

force

,V3WIIMPW.TP

a 20-1b. a 100-lb.
force force

X

(..11f



42.
46.

A 10-1b. force is changed into a 30-1b.
force.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The force has been increased 30 times.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

3 TIMES

43.

A 5 -lb. force which is increased 8 times
will become a 40-LB. FORCE.

44.

A 10-1b. effort force which is turned into
a 50-1b. lever force at the other end of
the lever has been made

5 times
bigger

X

10 times
bigger

50 times
bigger

A 10-1b. effort force which is turned
into a 100-1b. lever force has been made

10 times 100 times
bigger bigger

X

45.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

a 10-1b. effort force A 10-LB. EFFORT
FORCE THAT IS
INCREASED 7 TIMES

a 70-1b. lever force WILL BECOME A 70-
LB,, LEVER FORCE.

7 times

A lever changed a 5-1b. effort force
applied at one end of a lever into a
25-1b. lever force at the other end.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The effort force was made 25 times bigger.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

47.

FORCERFORCE

5 TIMES BIGGER

WORT FORCE

AO UM

The effort force was increased from 20 lbs.
to a lever force of 80 lbs.

The effort force has been increased
4 times

If the effort force had been increased
5 times, the lever force would be 100 lbs.

48.

An effort force of 50 is increased 3 times
13er_,lever_when_it-pmduces at the- hem

end

A-7

a lever force a lever force a lever force
of 100 lbs. of 150 lbs. of 200 lbs.

sows=0 X
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49.

Lever force: 8401 lbs.

Effort force: 20 lbs.

We can lift a load of 80 lbs. at on end
of a lever by applying an effort 4orce at
the other end of only 20 lbs.

We can do this because the lever

increases the effort decreases the effort
force times and MiqeFlimes ard

52.

A lever has a mechanical advantage of 7
when it

,increases the decreases the
effort force effort force

7 times 7 times

X

When this happens, the lever produces a
lever force at the other end which is

produces a lever produces a lever
7 times smaller 7 times biggerforce of 80 lbs. force of 5 lbs.

than the effort force than the effort force

X

50.

The help a lever gives us in changing a
small effort force into a big levmi force
is called mechanical adOantage.

We can lift heavy loads with levers
because of their MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.

1111101MIN.M.

X

53.

A lever has a mechanical advantage of 4.
This means that the lever will increase
the effort force

less than exactly more than
4 times 4 times 4 times

X

51. Therefore, the effort force you apply

A lever has a mechanical at one end of the lever will be changed
advantage of 5 when

at the other end into a lever force.tae lever

increases the
effort force

5 times

X

decreases the
effort force

5 times

When this happens, the lever produces a
lever force at the other end which is

The lever force will be

4 times smaller 4 times bigger
than the effort force than the effort force

X

If the effort force was 20 lbs., the
lever force will be

5 times bigger 5 times smaller
than the effort force than the effort force

P41141111M77"1"17"."'"'

X

Ir.?!.."!1110

IIIIIIIMEMIDS1111111111.

514..

20 lbs. 80 lbs.

X

We use levers because they have a
mechanical advantage.

This means the lever

takes our small
effort force and
turns it into a
big lever force

X
A-8

takes our large
effort force and
turns it into a
small lever force

11=111101.7.1.111111.1111111



55.

Lever A has a mechanical advantage of 3.

Lever B has a mechanical advantage of 7.

Lever B will increase an effort more
times because it has

less more
mechanical advantage mechanical advantage

56.

The more mechanical

the fewer times it
will increase the

effort force

57.

X

advantage a lever has

the more times it
will increase the

effort force

X

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The mechanical advantage of a lever
tells us how manLtimes an effort
force is increased.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

HOW MANY TIMES AN EFFORT FORCE
IS INCREASED

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

59.

The amount of mechanical advantage a
lever has tells us HOW MANY TIMES AN
WORT FORCE IS INCREASED.

60.

A load of 900 lbs. can be raised by applying
an effort force of only. 30 lbs. at the
pushing down end of the lever, because
levers

decrease have decrease
effort forces mechanical advantage loads

X

This means that the lever takes the small
effort force of 30 lbs. and

increases it into
a large lever force doesn't change

of 900 lbs. at all
MMINIEMOM

X

61.

.1111MINMPIMMIILM

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

Because a lever has mechanical
advantage, you can lift a 250-lb.
load by applying an effort force
of more than 250 lbs. to the 1Pver.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

58.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

lever

mechanical advantage
of 6

effort force

increased

lF A LEVER HAS A
MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE
OF 6, THE EFFORT FORCE
WILL BE INCREASED 6
TIMES.

A-9

1WOr,',""TW"4"""!*""W".1.

CHANGE the underlined words.

LESS THAN 250 LBS.

62.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

mechanical advantage WE CAN LIFT HEAVY

heavy loads LOADS WITH A SMALL
a EFFORT FORCE BECAUSE

effort force LEVERS HAVE MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE.

TRT



63.

We use levers because they have
mechanUal adwentage.

What does the mechanical advantage
of a lever let us do?
IT LETS US APPLY A SMALL EFFORT
FORCE TO THE LEVER AND RAISE A
HEAVY LOAD.

The reason this happens is that,
when a lever has mechanical advantage,
it takes a small effort force and
INCREASES IT OR MAKES IT BIGGER.

64.

If we didn't have a, lever and applied
a small force directly to a heavy load,
the load would not 'be lifted.

Why can we lift a heavy load with a
small effort force when we do use a
lever?

BECAUSE THE LEVER HAS MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE. AND TURNS A SMALL EFFORT
FORCE INTO A BIG LEVER FORCE.

65.

A lever has a mechanical advantage of 4.
You apply an effort force of 10 lbs.

The lever force will be

0110....1111011

s. 4V 1Ds.

X

66.

Lever A has a mechanical advantage of 3.
.This means that the effort force is
multiplied by

0 3 9

X

An effort force of 5 lbs. applied to Lever A
will produce a lever force of

3 lbs. 5 lbs. 15 lbs.

You can find out what
will be by

multiplying
effort force x
mechanical advantage

X

X

the lever force

multiplying
lever force x
mechanical advantage

67.

The formula for finding out how big
the lever force will be is

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

effort force x Mechanical advantage =
lever force.

If the formula is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

EFFORT FORCE X MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE
LEVER FORCE.

If the formula is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

68.
Effort force
Lever force
Mechanical advantage

Write out the formula for finding out how
big the lever force will be.

EFFORT FORCE X MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE
LEVER FORCE



:ammarrueusammulasor

69.

Now we can use the formula to solve this
problem.

Effort force = 12 lbs.
Mechanical advantage = 3

What will the lever force be?

The lever force will be 3 x 12 = 36 lbs.

70.

Effort force x mechanical advantage =
lever force.

If we know what the effort force and
mechanical advantage are, we can
figure out the LEVER FORCE.

If we know what the effort force and
the lever force are) we can figure
out the MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.

If we know what the mechanical advantage
and lever force are, we can figure out the
trFORT FORCE.

71.

We'can use the same formula to find out
what the mechanical advantage of a
lever is.

73.

Effort force = 10 lbs.

Lever force = 30 lbs.

effort force x mechanical advantage = lever force

The mechanical advantage of this lever is

3 10 30

X

74.

effort force x mechanical advantage = lever force

Lever force = 20 lbs.

Effort force = 4 lbs.

What is the mechanical advantage of
this lever? 5

Therefore) at did the lever do to the
effort force? INCREASED IT 5 TIMES.

75
The formula which lets us figure out the
lever force or the mechanical advantage is:

effort force x MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE = LEVER FORCE

effort force x mechanical advantage = lever force

2 lbs. x ? = 14 lbs.

7

X
117=MMINIMM0.0

72.

effort force x mechanical advantage = lever force

It takes an effort force of 10 lbs. to raise
a 60-1b. load at the other end) if a lever
has a mechanical advantage of

6 lo 60

X

-7701,W,RIMMT74777107 rIMPPIR11,

A-11

What is the mechanical advantage
of this lever? 5



76.

You want to lift a load weighing 80 lbs.
The lever has a mechanical advantage of 4.

effort force x mechanical advantage . lever force

? x4 . 80 lbs.

You can lift the 80-1b. load by pushing the
lever down with an effort force of

4 lbs. 20 lbs. 80 lbs.

80.

Use the

Mechanical

formula to solve this

Effort force . 10 lbs.

problem.

2.0 LBS.

advantage = 2

The lever force will be:

You can lift a load weighing:

81.

20 LBS.

X.

Lever force: 80 lbs.

Effort force: 10 lbs.
77.

effort force x mechanical advantage = lever force The mechanical
advantage is: 8

A lever has a mechanical advantage of 5.

You can lift a 500-1b. load by pushing
the-lever down with an effort force of 82.

5 lbs. 100 lbs. 500 lbs.

X

78.

The formula for finding out how much
effort force yoil will need is the same
as for finding out mechanical advantage
and lever force. Write it out here.

EFFORT FORCE X MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE = LEVER FORCE.

79.

You need a lever force of: 30 lbs.

The mechanical advantage is: 3

You only need to apply an
effort force of: 10 LBS.

The mechanical advantage of this lever is 3.
This tells us that

VNINNIIMffe..11

Mechanical advantage of this lever is 7.

The lever will lift a load'of 28 lbs.

71171P11,111170114.1.4,77

A-12

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

the effort force is increased 4 times,
changing from 20 lbs. to 60.1bs.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

INCREASED 3 TIMES

- r r r - 11.717677.-.0".,VglroM r
, :7,-



The mechanical advantage of
lever is 11.

Construct a sentence out of

the effort THE EFFORT FORCE
force was 4 TIMES.

times

85.

this

these wo,..ds.

WAS INCREASED

When the effort arm is made longer, the
lever 'arm

gets shorter gets longer

X

When that happens, the fulcrum is

closer to
the load

X

farther away from
the load

87.

14.2.FT.-01

The fulcrum is 2 ft. away from the load.

If the fulcrum is moved to only 1 ft. away
from the load, the lever will have

less the same more
mechanical mechanical mechanic-Al
advantage advantage advantage

X

On the other hand, if the fulcrum moved
farther away from the load, the lever
will have

less the same more
mechanical mechanical mechanical
advantage advantage advantage

X

If we increase the length of the effort
'arm by moving the fulcrum closer to the
load, the length of the lever arm becomes

smaller larger

4..

We can make the mechanical advantage
of a lever bigger by placing the
fulcrum closer to the load.

The closer the fulcrum is to the load

the less the more
mechanical advantage mechanical advantage

a lever has a lever has

740morre.......1WwWwwwrwr....91

X

A-13

X
0110111M111110

When this happens the mechanical advantage
of the lever will become

smaller larger

1.1.11OrmoaR P.119PIMPRITMAirViRVIRMMPIWwwftIlprr

X



The mechanical Advantage of this lever
is 4 since

the effort arm is the lever arm is
4 times longer than 4 times longer than

the lever arm the effort arm

90.

X

Effort arm = 10 ft. long

Lever arm = 2 ft. long

Effort arm = 12 ft. long

Lever arm = 6 ft. long

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The mechanical advantage of this
lever is 3 since the effort arm
is 3 times longer than the lever arm.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

2 SINCE THE EFFORT ARM IS 2 TIMES LONGER
(TWICE AS LONG) THAN THE LEVER ARM.

93.

The mechanical advantage) of the lever is
5 since

the effort arm is the lever arm is
5 times longer 5 times longer

than the lever arm than the effort arm
0111111.1111.,N011.

Construct a sentence

effort arm

5 times longer

lever arm

mechanical advantage

out of these words.

IF THE EFFORT ARM OF
A LEVER IS 5 TIMES
LONGER THAN THE LEVER
ARM, THE MECHANICAL

X ADVANTAGE OF THAT
LEVER WILL BE 5.11Iff

91.

Effort arm = 12

Lever arm = 2

The effort arm is
6 times longer than
the lever arm.

The lever arm is
6 times longer than
the effort arm.

X

Therefore, the mechanical advantage of
this lever is

2 6 12

X

A-14

94.

the mechanical advantage -of this lever is 4
because THE EFFORT ARM IS 4 TIMES LONGER THAN
THE LEVER ARM.

mr.prolon.r.wirwoomiwoommuwomr.
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95

aUllata,

Lever A Lever B

Effort arm is
5 times _longer

than the lever arm.

!

Effort arm is
7 times longer

than the lever arm.

Lever C

Effort arm is
9 times longer

than the leVer arm.

The mechanical advantage of these levers is

5 2
The lever with the smallest mechanical
advantage is

A

X

96

w,

B C

Lever A Lever B

Effort arm = 12 ft. Effort arm = 12 ft.

Lever arm = 6 ft. Lever-arm = 2 ft.

The effort arm of Lever A is 2 times longer
than its lever arm.

The effort arm of Lever B is 6 times longer
than its lever arm.

Therefore, the lever with the larger
mechanical advantage is-

Lever A Lever B

4. X

A-15

97:
Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort arm 20 ft. 20 ft. 20 ft.

Lever arm .4 ft. 5 ft. 10 ft.

Mechanical
advantage 5 4 2

The lever with the least mechanical
advantage is lever

-A
10/.01.11

98' Le Ver A

1116111M
C

X

Lever B

Leve..) A has more mechanical advantage

because its effort arm is 6 times longer
than its lever arm, while in Lever B
the effort arm is only 3 times longer
than the lever arm.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The mechanical advantage of a lever
depends on how many times loner
the effort arm is than the lever arm.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

HOW MANY TIMES LONGER THE EFFORT ARM IS
THAN THE LEVER ARM

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

99
The mechanical advantage of a lever depends
on HOW MUCH LONGER THE EFFORT ARM IS THAN
THE LEVER ARM.



100.

Compare the mechanical advantage of
Levers A and B.

The mechanical advantage is
.f.

more for A the same for both more for B
010111

11011=111

The reason is that

Lever B is 10 ft.
long and Lever A is
only 5 ft. long

.111111101

101.

X
siall1.001.11.10

the effort arm is
4 times longer than
the lever arm in
both A and B

X

Which lever has the bigger mechanical
advantage?

A

X

102.

B

The lever with the largest mechanical
advantage is Lever B because THE EFFORT
ARM IS 5 TIMES LONGER THAN THE LEVER ARM.

A-16

103.

The closeness of the fulcrum to the load
determines how much mechanical advantage
a lever has.

Therefore, a lever has more mechanical
advantage when

the effort arm is the effort arm is
longer than the shorter. than the
lever arm lever rm

X

104.

The effort armof a lever was made a good
deal longer than it was before,

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

therefore, the mechanical advantage
decreased.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined word.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined word.

INCREASED

105.

11MMI.111.....

Below is another 15 ft. lever. Draw in the
fulcrum so as to make the mechanical
advantage of the lever larger than the one
in the picture above. Put in numbers
indicating how long the effort arm and how
long the lever arm should be.

Other examples are correct if the lever
arm is less than 5 ft.

uilir"1"7","7"""Tr411"""mwmils-
ERAPPIPPIPPENalmiewmporamoilmorprogimirmwsolamissmoupwripswomomonwrarovarrk4wavemoriTaimiaugiguipir



Draw a picture of anothei 12-ft. lever
making the mechanical advantage smaller
than this one. Put.in numbers indicating
.how long the arms are.

Other examples are correct if the lever
arm is longer than 2 ft.

107.

How much mechanical advantage a lever has
depends on HOW MANY TIMES THE ErVORT ARM
IS LONGER THAN THE LEVEE ARM.

108.

Effort arm = 16 ft.

Lever arm = 2 ft.

The mechanical advantage of the lever is 8.

This means that an effort force of 10 lbs.
will be increased to a lever force of
80 lbs.

A-17

109. A B

Lever force 40 lbs. 50 lbs.

Effort _force 10, lbs: 10 lbs..

Which lever increased the effort force
more times?

A
80.11111011110.

ilia=111111111111101.1.11.1
X

That effort force was increased

from 10 lbs.. from 10 lbs.
to 40 lbs. to 50 lbs.

110. A

Lever force 10 lbs.

Effort force 1 lb.

X

B.

10 lbs. 10 lbs.

3 lbs. 5 lbs.

Which lever increased the effort force
the most number of times?

A

X

WOO

111.
A

Lever force 40 lbs. 100 lbs.

Effort force 10 lbs. 50 lbs.

The mechanical advantage of Lever A iu 4.

The mechanical advantage of Lever B is 2.

The lever which has more mechanical a
advantage is Lever A because

it increases the the lever force
effort force more times is biggerV.,

X



112.

Lever force

Effort force

Which lever has
advantage?

A

X

114.
A

The lever with the largest mechanical
10 lbs. 40 lbs. 300 lbs. advantage is

2 lbs. 10 lbs. 100 lbs. 1. lever force 46 lbs. 2. lever fo'rce 60
. effort force 10 lb's. - . effort force 20 lbs.

the most mechanical

. The reason is that it

increases the
effort force
the most number
of times

OIMIsimal

X

C

has the laigest
lever force

.+Inginl

113.

The lever with the largest mechanical
advantage is

Lever force 4o lbs. 50 lbs. 60 lbE.

Effort force 10 lbs. 5 lbs. 20 lbs.

IMMI1

The reason is that it

increases the effort
force the most number
of times

X

has the largest
lever force

X
111141,011

3. lever force 100 lbs.
effort force' 50-lbs.

111MEMOGO

: The reason is that it

increases the effort
has the largest force the least

lever force number of times

=1111 V.01.11111110

increases the effort
force the most .

number of times

X

115.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The lever which has the largest
mechanical advantage is the one which
increases the effort force the least
number of times.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

01110411.... 111.10....1.111111.11

Ii the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

INCREASES THE EFFORT FORCE THE MOST
NUMBER OF TIMES



10 LBS:

. EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The mechanical advantage of this
lever is 2 because the effort
force is increased 2 times.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

THE MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE OF THIS LEVER
IS 2 BECAUSE THE trie.VORT FORCE IS
INCREASED 2 MMES.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

117.

Lever force = 60
Effort force = 10

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The mechanical advantage of this lever
is 4 because the effort force is
increased times.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

6 BECAUSE THE EFFORT FORCE IS INCREASED
6TIMES

Construct a sentence out of these words
about this picture.

the mechanical
advantage

because the
effort force

from 9 lbs. to

migriklrywaso.rm,

., .

THE MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE
OF THIS LEVER IS 3
BECAUSE THE EFFORT FORCE
IS INCREASED FROM 9 LBS.
TO 2 LBS.

A-19

'IMplol11

119.

The mechanical advantage of this lever is 2.

This means the effort force will be
increased 2 times.

The lever force therefore will be 8 lbs.

The lever can lift a load of 8 lbs.

The mechanical advantage of this lever is 5.

The effort force can be 10 lbs. because
the lever will increase the effort force
from 10 lbs. to a lever force of22 lbs.

The effort force was increased 5 times.

121.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The more times the effort force is
increased, the more mechanical
advantage a lever will have.

If the underlined part is c-)rrect,
COPY the underlined words.

THE MORE TIMES THE 'FORT FORCE IS INCREASED

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

122.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

the fewer times THE FEWER TIMES THE
EFFORT FORCE IS INCREASED,
THE LESS MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE A LEVER HAS.

effort force

mechanical
advantage



123.

The lever with the larger mechanical
advantage is Lever B because its
effort. force IS INCREASED 10 TIMES.

124.

When you know what the mechanical
advantage of a lever is you know
HOW MANY TIMES THE EFFORT FORCE
IS INCREASED.

125.

You want to lift a 60-lb. load.

You can use the least effort force with
the lever which has

the smallest the largest
mechanical advantage mechanical advantage

IMIN
11101.11 X

The reason is, that lever will increase
the effort force

the smallest
number of times

o

the largest
number of times

11110111=11111101

X

126.

You want to lift a load. You have several
levers to choose from.

The lever with the largest mechanical
advantage will require the

smallest largest
effort force effort force

X
11=11.11.10

A-20

127.. .

You can apply an effort force of 50 lbs.
to several different levers.

-The lever with the largest mechanical
advantage is the one which will take your
effort force and produce at the other end
the

smallest . largest
lever force lever force

X

128.

A 150-lb. load has to be lifted.

The lever which has the smallest mechanical
advantage in lifting the load is the one to
which we have to apply

the smallest the largest
effort force effort force

129.

Mechanical
advantage:

The lever which will need the largest
effort force is Lever

Lever A

5

X

Lever B Lever C

10 20

A
111.1110..00111.1

X

Because it has

the smallest
mechanical advantage

X

B C

the largest
mechanical advantage

IWO



130.

A 40-1b. load has to be lifted.

Lever A Lever B Lever .0

Mechanical
10 8 2advantage:

Since it's easiest when you apply the
least amount of effort force, you would
choose Lever

A

X

C
1.11111111MOC76

111.11,4aci .1...
With that lever you would have to apply
an effort force of only

4 lbs. 5 lbs.

X

20 lbs.

131.

Any time you want to lift a load, you
choose the lever which requires

the least the most
effort force effort force

00110011.01. OmilasISMII.M.11.10

X

TherefOre you will choose the lever
which has the

least most
mechanical advantage mechanical advantage

X

132.

We want to lift a heavy load.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

If the mechanical advantage of a
lever is large, we will have to
apply a small effort force to the
lever.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

IF THE MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE OF A LEVER IS
LARGEL WEWILL HAVE TO APPLY A SMALL EFFORT
FORCE TO THE LEVER.

If the underlined part is incorrec4
CHANGE the underlined words.

133,

A

MECH mEof
EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The lever which will require the
best effort force is Lever C
because it has the largest
mechaIcal advantage.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.amr..mr. 7M.Ww

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

SMALLEST EFFORT FORCE

134.

Construct a sentence out of these words.

lever THE LEVER WHICH HAS TM
L

largest mechanical LARGEST MECHANICAL

advantage ADVANTAGE IS THE ONE
WHICH CAN LIFT A HEAVY
LOAD WITH THE SMALLEST
EFFORT FORCE.

heavy load

effort force

135.

mut,. At). 2. 14E0.1.110.-3 NVEC14. AD:4
If you wanted to lift the 12-1b. load,
which of the three levers would you choose?
C

A-21

Why? (Use the words "mechanical advantage"
and "effort force" in your answer.)

SINCE LEVER C HAS THE BIGGEST MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE IT WILL REQUIRE THE SMALLEST
EFFORT FORCE.



136.
Lever A Lever B Lever C

Mechanical
4 6 9advantage:

An effort force of 10 lbs. can be applied to
all three levers.

Lever C will lift the largest load even
though- the effort force applied to it is
the same as the effort force applied to
the rest.

The reason is that Lever C has

the smallest the largest
mechanical advantage mechanical' advantage

X

137.

Even though you apply the same effort
force to different levers, you can lift
heavier loads with some of them because
different levers have

the same different
mechanical advantage mechanical advantage

0111111.11101111=1.00

138.

X

Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort force: 10 lbs. 10 lbs. 10 lbs.

Mechanical 4 7 15
advantage:

Load lifted: 40 lbs. 70 lbs. 150 lbs.

With Lever A you could only lift a 40-1b.
load because

you applied it had the it had the
the least amount smallest largest
of effort force mechanical mechanical
to it advantage advantage

.11.11111111101.1.111M

X

A-22

139.
Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort force: 5 lbs. 5'lbs. 5 lbs.

Mechanical 'a

advantage: 7 2

Load lifted: 35 lbs.

With Lever A you Can lift
load because

it had the
smallest
mechanical
advantage

you applied
the most
effort force
to it

20 lbs. 10 lbs.

the heaviest

it had the
largest
mechanical
advantage

X

140.

You only want to apply a 10-1b. effort
force to a lever.

In order to liftthe heaviest load with
only that amount of effort force you
should pick the lever which has

the smallest the largest
mechanical advantage mechanical advantage

Ir.11010111117

141.

X

You can apply a 7 -lb. effort force to
these levers.

Lever A

Mechanical
2

advantage:

Lever B will let you liftmIhe

smaller load

Lever B

heavier ferid

X

40



142.

Mechanical
advantage:

Effort force:

COMPUTE THE
LEVER FORCE:

Lever A Lever B Lever.0

-2 6 8

.8 lbs. 8 lbs. 8 lbs

16 LBS. 48 LBS. 64 LBS.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

You can lift the heaviest load with
Lever C because it has the smallest
mechanical advantage.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

=..1111a.m8.1
If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined'Words.

LARGEST MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE

143.

A man applies the same effort force to
different levers.

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

The man can lift the heaviest load with
the.lever that has the smallest
mechanical advantage.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined word.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined word.

LARGEST

144.
Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort force: 10 lbs. 10 lbs. 10 lbs.

Mechanical
4

advantage:

The heaviest load will be lifted by Lever C
because IT HAS THE LARGEST MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE.

145.
Lever A Lever B Levei C

Effort force: 10 lbs. 20 lbs. , 30 lbs.

Mechanical
4 4 4advantage:

Note that the mechanical advantage of all
three levers is the same.Ireirome

Which lever will produce the largest
lever. force?

A B C
001MIIIIIINI 1.,1111.111100111.1111

X

You can lift the heaviest load with
LeVer C because

tfie effort force the mechanical advantage
is biggest is biggest

1.1.1.1.

X

146.
Lever A

Effort force: 5 lbs.

Mechanical
10 10 10advantage:

The smallest load will be lifted by Lever

Lever B Lever C

8 lbs. 20 lbs,

A
Ogoarlwomgm... somoisa.

X

Because,

the effort force
is the smallest

6111.100111.1.

X

the effort force
is the biggest

147.

The mechanical advantage is the same for
7 12 several different levers.

You can lift the heaviest load with the
lever to which you apply

the smallest the largest
effort force effort force

A-23
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X



148.

Effort force:

Mechanical.
advantage:

Lever A Lever B Lever C 151.

Effort force:

Mechanical
advantage:"

Lever A Lever B Lever C10 lbs.

5

15 lbs.

5

20 lbs.

5

10 lbs.

7

20 lbs.

7

4 lbs.

.7

.Withlever.A you will lift-

the smallest load the heaviest load

X

Because,

the effort force
is smallest

11=0.0.

IIMION.M

the effort force

is biggest

X

149.

wrail...

Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort force: 2 lbs. 6 lbs. 9 lbs.

Mechanical
advantage:

3 3 3

The heaviest load
C because

the effort force
is biggest

X

will be lifted by Lever

the mechanical advantage
is biggest

150.
Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort forcc: 9 lbs. 12 lbs. 17 lbs.

Mechanical
3 3 3advantage:

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

You can lift the heaviest load with
Lever C because the mechanical
advantaca is biggest.

If the underlined part 'is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

rrORT FORCE

A-24

The smallest load will be lifted by Lever C
because THE EFFORT FORCE IS SMALLEST.

152.
Lever A Lever B

Effort force: 5 lbs. 2 lbs.

Mechanical
6 4advantage:

Compare the effort force for both levers.
Now compare the mechanical advantage for
both levers.

Lever A will lift the larger load because

only the both effort force
mechanical and mechanical

only the effort advantage advantage
force is bigger is bigger are bigger

153.

X

Lever A Lever B

Effort force: 4 lbs. 2 lbs.

Mechanical
x3 x6

advantage:

Lever force: = 12 LBS. 12 LBS.
Fill in Fill in

Both levers
will lift
the same
size load.

X

Lever A Lever B
will lift a will lift a
larger load. larger load.

IIP.MMIII



154. 156.

Lever A

Effort force: 7 lbs.

Mechanical 4
advantage:

Which one will lift
the biggest load?

The reason is

Lever B

5 lbs..

6

X

7 is bigger 6 is bigger 5 x 6 is bigger
than 5 than 4 than 7 x 4

155.

X
lomminows.....

Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort force: 7 lbs. 5 lbs. 4 lbs.

Mechanical
2 5 11advantage:

Fill in the
14 LBS. 25 LBS. 44 .BS.lever force:

The bleat load can be lifted by
Lever C because

1) the effort force 2) effort force x
is largest mechanical advantage

produces the largest
lever force

MIONI/M1,11MOM.11111101

X

3) the mechanical vdvantage
is largest

A-25

Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort force: 2 lbs. 5 lbs. 4 lbs.

Mechanical
10 5 9advantage:

The biggest load can be lifted by

Lever A Lever B Lever C
00111101111110.11

Because

1116
X

effort force x
the the mechanical mechanical
effort force advantage is advantage
is largest largest is largest10.0

157.

X

Lever A Lever B Lever C

Effort force: 10 lbs. 20 lbs. 3 lbs.

Meckanical
6 2 9advantage:

EDIT THIS SENTENCE

Lever Amdll lift the largest load
because it has the largest mechanical
advantagemithe largest effort force.

If the underlined part is correct,
COPY the underlined words.

If the underlined part is incorrect,
CHANGE the underlined words.

EFFORT FORCE X MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE IS
BIGGEST

158.

If you apply the same effort force to
different levers, the lever which will
lift the largest load is the one which
HAS THE LARGEST MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.



159.
The way to find out just how big
a load a lever can lift is to
MULTIPLY EFFORT FORCE TIMES
MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.

160.

If different levers have the
same amount of mechanical
advantage, the lever which
will lift the largest load. is
the one to which YOU APPLY
THE LARGEST EFFORT FORCE.

161.

Most levers have different
amounts of mechanical advantage.

If you have to lift a heavy load,
which lever would you pick and why?

YOU WOULD PICK THE LEVER WITH THE
LARGEST MECHANICAL ADVANTAGEL
BECAUSE IT WOULD LET YOU USE
THE LEAST AMOUNT OF EFFORT FORCE.

.4

A-26
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Study #1

LEVERS*

Verbal Version

1.

Tb lift a 5-lb. box by hand, a man must
apply a 5-1b. force to the box.

Put an X in the space which shows how
much force a man must apply to lift
an 8 -lb. box.

5 lbs. 8 lbs. 10 lbs.
11110
X

2.

How much force must a man apply to
lift a 50-1b. sack of flour?

50 lbs. 55-lps. 60 lbs.

X

3.

How much force must a man apply to
lift a 24-1/2 lb. bag of groceries?

24 lbs. 24-1/2 lbs. 25 lbs.

X

4.

In each space write the number of lbs.
of force that must be applied to lift
each load.

10-1b. 15-1b. 20-1b.
load, load load

10 1.2. 20

5.

To lift a 20-1b. box, a man must apply
a 20-1b. force to the box.

What happens if he applies only a 15-1b.
force to the 20-1b. box?

box is box does
lifted not move

411.1.11MMINNIMMININO

X

6.,

To lift a 10-1b. box with a lever, the
lever must apply a 10-lb. lever force
to the box.

How much lever force must be applied
to lift an 11-lb. load?

10 lbs. 11 lbs. 12 lbs.

X

7.

To lift a 40 -lb. load of cement with a
lever, how much lever force must be
applied to the load?

30 lbs. 55 lbs. 40 lbs.

X1111111M

8.

To lift a 27-3/4 lb. box with a lever,
how much lever force must be applied to
the box?

27-1/2 lbs. 27-3/4 lbs. 28 lbs.

MION11111111111.
X

*The frames reproduced here are those which were presented to the subjects as
confirmation frames after they had made their own responses. X's are used to
indicate the correct multiple choice responses.

A-32
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9.

Tb lift a 200-lb. load of bricks, how
much lever force must be applied to
the load of bricks?

200 lbs. 225 lbs.

X

10.

01111111701.

11=1111=11111.

250 lbs.

What would happen if a 100-lb. lever
force was applied to a 150-lb. load?

lever raises load does
the load not move

X10.11.

11.

To lift a 70-1b. load by hand, the hand
force applied to the load must be equal
to 70 lbs.

To lift the same 70-1b. load with a
klas the lever force applied to the
load must be

less than equal to much more
70 lbs. 70 lbs. than 70 lbs.
M1111111=11111M

OMILIIMIIMIN10.1010

1
X

12.

A.,2271b. effort force applied to one end
aof lever will lift a 4241. rock at

the other end.

Therefore, if a small effort force is
applied at one end of a lever, the
lever applies a force to the load at
the other end which is

bigger than the
effort force

X

smaller than the
effort force

11111411111.

13.

effort force applied
to the lever

lever force applied
to the load

Lever
. 30 lbs. 90 lbs.

Look at the chart above.

A 90-lb. lever force is appliedby
Lever Al even though the effort force
applied to the lever is

smaller than the bigger than the
lever force lever force

X

14.

Lever B

effort force applied lever force applied
to the lever to the load

10 lbs.

In this chart, the effort force applied
to the lever is only 10 lbs.; the lever
force applied to the load is

smaller than the bigger than the
effort force effort force

15.

X

[ter C

effort force applied
to the lever

lever force applied
to the load

20 lbs. 100 lbs.

From the chart above, a 100-1b. lever force
is applied by Lever C. The effort force
needed to produce this lever force is

bigger than the equal to the sma1.7.er than the

lever force lever force lever force

A-33
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16.

If a small effort force is applied
at one end or a lever, the lever
applies a bigger lever force to
the load at the other end.

yes

X

no
IIIMIMMIIYmmwo

17.

An effort force of only 100 lbs. applied
to one end of a lever will lift a 500-1b.
safe on the other end because a lever
applies a lever force which is

smaller than the equal to the bigger than the
effort force effort force effort force1

01.111.1101111011111010

Impoulymer

X

18.

If a small boy applies only a 2 -lb. effort
force to the empty end of a lever, a 10-1b.
box at the other end will be lifted,
because by applying only a small effort
force to a lever, the lever can apply a
lever force to the load which is

bigger than the equal to the
effort force effort force

X

smaller than the
effort force

. 19.

To lift a 20-1b. box, you can apply an
effort force to the lever which is less
than 20 lbs. and still raise the box
because the lever will apply

a lever force a lever force
smaller than bigger than
the effort force the effort force

1171. X

A-34

20.

A 10-1b. effort force applied to the
empty end of a lever raised a 40-1b.
load at the other end because

the lever took the lever took
the effort force the effort force
and made it smaller and made it bigger

X

21.

An effort force of 10 lbs. applied at
one end of the lever made enough lever
force at the other end to lift a 40-1b.
load.

Therefore: we can say that the effort force
was increased

2 times 4 times 6 times

X

22.

If a 10 -lb. effort force at one end is
enough to lift a 30 -lb. load at the other
end, the lever increased the effort force

2 times 3 times 4 times
011.0,17.

X

23.

If a 10-1b. effort force applied at one
end is enough to lift .22, lbs. at the
other end, the lever made this effort
force

5 times
bigger

X

10 times 50 times
bigger bigger



24.
29.

If a 20-lb. effort force lifts a 60 -lb.
load, the effort force was made

If (In effort force of JO lbs. is made 3
time 3 bigger, it will lift a

2 times 3 times 4 times 30-1b. 60-1b. 90-1b.bigger bigger bigger load load load

25.
30.

If 20 lbs. of effort force applied at
one end of the lever lifts a 100-1b.
load at the other end, it is because
the effort force was made

5 times 20 times 100 times
bigger bigger bigger

26.

(20 x 4 . 80)

If an effort force of 20 lbs. is made
4 times bigger, it will lift

a 20-1b. a 40-1b. an 80-1b.
load load load

IIMIONNOYMIMINIM

When a lever increases an effort force 2
times, the lever has a mechanical advantage
of 2.

A lever which increases an effort force 3
times, has a mechanical advantage of

1 2 3

410.111111111111MINM X

31.

A lever which increases an effort force 4
times, has a mechanical advantage of

2 4 6

X

32.

27. If the effort force applied by 2 lbs. is
increased enough to lift an 8413. load,

If an effort force of 20 lbs. is made the lever has a mechanical advantage of 4.
6 times bigger, it will lift a

If the effort force applied by 2 lbs. is
60-1b. . 120-1b. 160-1b. increased enough to lift a 10-1b. load,
load load load the lever has a mechanical advantage of

X
am~sweamme

28.

If an effort force of 10 lbs. is made 33.

2 5

X
NiMIMI/M.1.41.

/ times bigger, it will lift a
If the effort force applied by 4 lbs. is

10-1b. 70-1b. 170-1b. increased enough to lift a 12-1b. load,
load load load the lever has a mechanical advantage of

X 2 3 4

A-35 X



34.

If a lever has a mechanical advantag of
3, it means that a 3 -lb. effort force
applied to the lever will allow the
lever to lift a 9-lb. load.

If a lever has a mechanical advantage
of 5, it means that a 2 -lb. effort
force applied to the lever will allow
the lever to lift a

2 -lb. 5 -lb.

load load
41111111011=11M1110110

10-1b.
load

X

35.

If a lever has a mechanical advantage
of 2, it means that a 20-1b. effort
force applied to the lever will let
the lever lift a

20-1b. 40-lb. 50-1b.
load load load

X

36.

If a lever has a mechanical advantage
of 3, it means that an effort force
of 30 lbs. applied to one end of a
levet will lift a load at the other
end of the lever weighing

10 lbs. 30 lbs. 90 lbs.

X

37.

lt a lever has a mechanical advantage of
2, a 20-lb. load on one end of a lever
will be lifted by an effort force
applied at the other end of the lever
of only 10 lbs.

If a lever has a mechanical advantage of 4,
a 40-1b. load on one end of a lever will
be lifted by an effort force applied at
the other end of the lever of only

10 lbs. 20 lbs.

X
.11Mmily01101101M

4o lbs.

A-36

38.

If a lever has a mechanical advantage
of 3, a 90-1b. load on one end of a
lever will be lifted if you apply an
effort force at the other end of only

30 lbs. 60 lbs. 90 lbs.

X
01.10101111111111IMP

39.

If a 40-1b. load on one end of a lever
is lifted by a'10 -lb. effort force applied
at the other end, the mechanical advantage
of the lever is 4.

If a 60-1b. load on one end of a lever is
lifted by a 20-1b. effort force applied
at the other end) the mechanical advantage
of the lever is

2 3 6

X

4o.

If a 40-lb. load is lifted on one end
of a lever by a 10-lb. effort force applied
at the other end) the mechanical advantage
of the lever is

it 6 lo

X

41.

If a lever has a mechanical advantage
of 4) it means that any effort force
applied to that lever will be increased

4 times. 6 times 10 times

X
11.1111=111



42.

If the effort force applied to
a lever is increased 5 times, a
100-1b. load at one end of the
lever can be lifted by applying an
effort force at the other end of
only

5 lbs. 20 lbs. 100 lbs.

X

43.

With the fulcrum in the center, a 6.1b.
force is balanced by a -lb. effort
force.

With the fulcrum in the center: a 4-1b.
load is balanced by an efforteffort force of

4 lbs2' 5 lbs. 6 lbs.

X

44.

When the fulcrum is moved away from the
center: closer to the load: a 4.1b. load
can be lifted by applying an effort
force of only 2 lbs. to the lever.

To lift the same 4-lb. load by applying
an effort force of only 1 lb. to the
lever, the fulmoum must

be moved away remain where
from the load is it

ealMmael.

be moved still
closer to the load

A -37

4,

If the fulcrum is moved away from the
center, closer to the load, a 6 -lb. load
can be lifted by applying an effort
force of 3 lbs. to the lever.

To lift this same 6-lb. load by applying
an effort force of only 1 lb. to the lever,
the fulcrum must

be moved away remain where
from the load it is

WIRMIIMelmaINO

be moved still
closer to the load

X

46.

If the fulcrum is moved away from the center,
closer to the load, an 8-lb. load can be
lifted by applying an effort force of 4 lbs.
to the lever.

To lift the same 8-lb. load by applying
an effort force of 2 lbs. to the lever:
the fulcrum should

be moved closer remain where
to the center it is

be moved closer
to thf load

47.

A 6 -lb. load is balanced by applying an
effort force of 6 lbs. to the lever when
the ulcrum is exactly in the center.

A 6 -lb. load can be lifted in the air by
applying an effort force of 3 lbs. when
the fulcrum

is moved toward remains in
the load the center

X
0.11.1111

is moved toward
the effort force

1101KPFAcr-illimpoligne"...1.4,;:p=wwwwwww04tRirmory!Pliimilmiwgra...0.4.4 -



48.

IT,Le total length of a lever is

30 inches. If the fulcrum is
placed 6 inches from the load,
we would have a 6" lever arm.
The effort arm would be

24" long 25" long 26" long

X

49. .

The total length of a lever is 25 inches.
If the fulcrum is placed 10" from the
load, we would have a 10" lever arm.
The effort arm would be

10" long 15" long 25" long

X
111101=ININIIIIINO

50.

The total length of a lever is 30".
The lever arm is 10" long, the effort
arm is 20" long. Thus, the effort
arm is

2 times longer 3 times longer
than the lever arm than the lever arm-

X

equal to the
lever arm

51.

The total length of a lever is 60".
The lever arm is 15" long, the
effort arm is.45" long. Thus, the
effort arm is

2 times longer 3 times longer
than the lever arm than the levewm

INIMIM
X

equal to the
lever arm

A-38

5g!..

The, total length Of a lever is 80".
.

The lever arm is 20V long, the effort
arm is 6o" long. Thus, the effort arm
is

3 times longer 6 times longer
than the lever arm than the lever arm

00.1.111111

X

equal to the
lever arm

53.

The effort arm of a lever is 27" long.
The lever arm is 9" long. The effort
arm is therefore 3.times longer than
the lever arm.

When the effort arm is 3 times longer
than the lever arm, the lever increases
the effort force 3 times. .

If the effort arm is 30" long, and the
lever arm is 6" long, the lever increases
the effort force

4 times 5 times 6 times

54.

X

length of the
lever arm

length of the
effort arm

Lever A 7" long 21"

From the chart above, we can see that
Lever A will increase the effort force

3 times 5 times 7 times

X



55.

length of the
lever arm

. length of the
effort arm

Lever B 3" long 18"

From this chart, we can see that
Lever B will increase the effort
force

3 times 6 times 9 times

X
1011.400110.111.1=0

00.1.11.1.0.000

length of the
lever arm

length of the
effort arm

Lever C 6" long 12" .

ever C will increase the effort force'

2 times 4 times 6 times

X

57.

length of the
lever arm

length of the
effort arm

Lever A 10" 20"

If a 4-1b. effort force was applied
to Lever A above, it would be
increased

2 times

X

Thus, it would lift a load of

4 lbs. 6 lbs. 8 lbs.

5 times 10 times
W=10.0111....11..11 .0.111.M010.0.1

X

A-39

58.

length of the
lever arm

lengtiof the
effort arm

Lever B 9 "- 45"

If a 3-1b. effort force was applied to
Lever B above, it would be increased

2 times 5 times 9 times
11.011.11.010.

X

Thus, it would lift a load of

3 lbs. 15 lbs.

59.

X

length of the
'lever arm

Lever C 1 20"

0.1.1=1101.111=1.1.

45 lbs.

length of the
effort arm

60"

If a 2 -lb. effort force was applied to
Lever C above, it would be increased

3 times 6 times 10 times

x

Thus, it would lift a load of

4 lbs. 6 lbs. 8 lbs.

60.

X

1---

effort force
applied

weight of load
lifted

Lever A 1 lb. 61177-----
Lever B 3 lbs. 6 lbs.

The mechanical advantage of Lever A
above is

1 3 6

X

The mechanical advantage of Lever B is

2 4 6

X

The lever with the biggest mechanical
advantage is

Lever A Lever B

X



effort force
a..lied

weight of SEN."
lifted

Lever A 3 lbs. 9,1bs.
...5 lbs.Lever B 1 lb.

The mechanical advantage of Lever A.
above is

3 6

.X

9

The mechanical advantage of Lever B is

3. 3 5smil 0.11101

X

The lever cith the smallest
mechanical advantage is

Lever A Lever B

X

'62.

41111111.1

effort force
applied

weight of load
lifted

Lever A 20 lbs. 100 lbs.
Lever B 20 lbs. 40 lbs.

In the chart above, bath levers have
an effort force of 20 lbs., but the
biggest load is lifted by

Lever A Lever B

X
.41MMIONIONN...

Therefore, the lever with the biggest
mechanical advantage is

63.

effort force
applied

weight of load
lifted

Lever A 3 lbs. 6 lbs. .

_Lever B §-51Ts. 10 lbs.

In the chart above, the lever that lifts
the biggest load is

Lever A Lever B
dmmumgmamarm

ma...

The lever which han the biggest
mechanical advantage is

Lever A

NINIMmemarato

64.

X

Lever B

X

effort force
applied

weight of load
lifted

Lever A 2 lbs. 8 lbs.
Lever B 4 lbs. 8 lbs.

The lever with the biggest mechanical
advantage is

Lever A Lever B

X

65.

effort force
applied

30 lbs.

weight of load
lifted
6o lbs.Lever A

Lever B 10 lbs. lbs.
Lever C 20 lbs. 60 lbs.

Lever A Lever B From the chart above, the lever with

X

A-4o

the biggest mechanical advantage is

Lever A Lever B Lever C,

X

,..p......,mposupoompommomprmomrPM,~1.MAniMIUMINmorm.mmiliMprIr IMP11!1101.11~011,1MNIPWRII.



66.

'effort force weight of load'
lifted

Lever A
_applied
20 lbs. lbs.

Lever B 30 lbs.
.

60 lbs.
Lever C 10 lbs.

--...
50 lbs.

The lever with the biggest mechanical
advantlige is

Lever A

67.

Lever B Lever C

X

mechanical
advantage

effort force
a.lied

weight of
load lifted

Lever A 20 lbs. 0
Lever B 2 20 lbs. 0

From the chart above, both levers have
an effort force Of 20 lbs., but the lever
with the biggest mechanical advantage is

Lever A Lever B

X

The largest load is lifted by

Lever A

X

Lever B

68.

When the same amount of effort force
is applied to two levers, the lever
which will lift the largest load is
the one which has the

biggest mechanical smallest mechanical
advantage advantage

. x

69.

mechanical
advan e

effort force
s..lied

Lever A 3 10 lbs.
Lever B 2 10 lbs.
Lever C 10 lbs.

The lever which will lift the largest
load is lever

A

70.

B C

X

mechanical
advantage

4

effort farce
aulied

Lever A lbs.
Lever B 6 5 lbs.
Lever C 2 -....LLLPs°
The lever which will lift the largest
load is lever

Lever A
Lever B

A B

X

C

mechanical efforiNiCe weight oT--
advantage applied load lifted

3 10 lbs. 30 lbs.

13 30 lbs. 90 lbs..,

From the chart above, both levers have
the saLa mechanical advantage, but the
effort force applied to Lever B is

larger smaller

X

The largest load is lifted by

Lever A Lever B

X



72.

When two levers have the same mechanical
advantage, the lever which lift the
biggest load is the one to which

the smallest
effort force
is applied

73.

the largest
effort force
is applied

X

mechanical
advan e

effort force
a plied

Lever A 3 2 lbs.
Lever B 3 Las.

1 lb.Lever C 3
The lever which will lift the biggest
load is lever

A

74

B C=00. 1111111MIO

X

mechanical
advan' e

effort force
a..lied

Lever A y, lbs.
2 lbs.Lever B

Lever C lbs.

The lo7er which will lift the biggest
load is lever

A

X

B

monommotrielliNgrOPONNIUM

C

75

mechanical effort force weight of
advent = e lied load lifted

lbs. = 12 17n7::
=I lbs.

The mechanical advantage of the two
levers is

the same different

X

The effort force applied to the two
levers is

the same different

X111.1111104

The load lifted by the two levers is

the sane different

X
11.010.

The reason is 4 x 3 = 12 and
also = 12.

76.

effort force
lied

2 lbs.
4 lbs.

A-42

6 x 2

weight of
load lifted

----Baba.
16 lbs.

The mechanical advantage of the two
levers is

the same

111111=1,11.1111

different
111111.11MOM

X

The effort force applied to the two
levers is

the same different

X

The load lifted by the two levers is

the same different

X

The reason is ( 111 = 16 and

,(141 x El = 16,



mecnanical oforu Zorce uc;ht or
avant e amlied loaa lited

Lever A 1111111_1111111111110111111.11111111MIMMLever ; fl,11.11LTIIMMIIIIIIIMMIK1P MB
Lever A lifts a load of 15 lbs.
while Lever B lifts a load of
20 lbs.

because [El 15; and

20.

78.

mechanical
advan

effort :tome

:lever A
taLnver B

Liever C

The lever which will lift the
heaviest load is lever

A
INIWgoemm

armilsomm

C

X

A-43
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ACHIEVENMINT MST

Part I

1. Suppose you went to raise a 30 -lb. load and you can use either one of two
levers. Lever A has a mechanical advantage of 2; Lever .B has a mechanical
advantage of 5. It would be easier to use Lever , because

Use the words "EFFORT FORCE" in your answer.

2. When we say one lever has more mechanical advantage than another, what does
this mean? (Use the idea of "FORCE" in your answer.)

MIIMINEMNIVAIF

410

3. You have a choice of lifting the same heavS, load by hand or with a lever.
Which would you choose to do and why? (Use the word "FORCE" in youi. answer.)

4.

a. Using a lever, a man can lift a 30 -lb. load by applying an effort force
of just 10 lbs. to the lever. If he wants to lift the same load and apply
an effort force of less than 10 lbs., what must he do the lever?

b. Why would this let him use an effort force of less than 10 lbs.?

11110MIP

,..4111

A-44



Part I

5. A man applied an effort force of 10 lbs. to a lever that had a mechanical

advantage of 6. That means he could lift a load that weighed lbs.

6. if the lever in the picture below has a mechanical advantage of 5, the rock

can be raised by pushing down at A with an effort force of lbs.

7. Which one of the levers below has the largest mechanical advantage?

How can you tell?



Part I

8. The lever below has a mechanical advantage of . Therefore, with an
OwwwonTlem....

effort force of 10 lbs., the man can lift a load that weighs lbs.
16.

9. The lever below has a mechanical advantage of

10 Is

10. A man applies an effort force of 5 lbs. to a lever that increases his

effort force 6 times. What does this tell us about tha:. lever?

11. In the picture below, how much effort force will be needed to lift the load?

N6

12. How many times is the effort force increased by the lever in the pictuPe

below?

15 1133



Part I

13. The lever below has a mechanical advantage of

With an effort force of 10 lbs., how big a load can we raise?

14. You have to lift a 30-1b. load. You have 3 levers to choose from:

Mechanical
Lever Advantage

A 6

5

C 3

Which lever would you choose to lift the 30 -lb. load with? Lever

Why? (Use the word "'FORCE" in your answer.)

15. Which one of the levers below has the largest mechanical advantage?

Explain how you can tell.

A
lbs .ts$

A-47
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1. It's easier to raise a heavy load with a lever if we move the fulcrum closer
to the load because

a. the lever arm becomes longer than the effort arm.'

b. the effort force is increased a larger number of times.

c. the load gets reduced.

d. less lever force is needed.

2. Because a lever has a mechanical advantage, it is possible to

a. raise a load a large distance.

b. push the lever down a short distance.

c. apply .a large effort force.

d. increase the length of the lever arm.

e. raise a heavy load with a small effort force.

3. The lever which hasthe largest mechanical advantage will

a., require the largest effort force.

b. require the smallest effort force.

c. reduce the lever force the most.

d. reduce the lever force the least.

4. The mechanical advantage of a lever can be changed by

a. applying a larger effort force.

b. reducing the weight of the load.

c. increasing the length ofthe effort arm.

d. applying a smaller effort force.

e. pushing the lever down farther.



5. We use levers because they have mechanical advantage 'This means that by
applying a certain amount of force to the lever, we an ltft a load whose
weight. is

a. less than the force we apPlied to the lever.

b. equal to the force we applied to the lever.

c. greater than the force we applied to the lever.

6. The lever which reqlylres the biggest effort force is the lever which

a. is the longest.

b. is the shortest.

c. has the smallest mechanical advantage.

d. has the largest mechanical advantage.

e. increases the effort force the most number of *Imes.

=111=11111111

7. When using a lever, the closer the fulcrum is to a load, the

a. shorter the effort arm is.

b. larger the mechanical advantage.

c. larger the effort force has to be.

d. smaller the load we can lift.

8. The reason we move the fulcrum closer to the load is that this reduces

a. the load.

b. the amount of effort force needed.

c. the lever force.

d. the number of times the effort force is increased.

A-149
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Part II

9. Five different levers all have the same mechanical advantage. Put an X next
to the one which will lift the smallest load.

Effort Force
Lever Applied

A 3 lbs.

B 4 lbs.

5 lbs.

6 lbs.

E 7 lbs.

10. A man can lift a 25-1b. box with an effort force of 5 ibs. If he moved the
fulcrum farther away from the load, he would then

a. use less effort force.

b. use more effort force.

c. use the same amount of effort force.

A-50



Part .III

Many familiar objects, some of which .you have often used yourself, are
types of levers. This next section of the test includes some of these objects
which all act as levers.

1. Based on the information given to you in the pictures below, which of the
two hammers has the largest mechanical advantage?

How did you figure out which hammer had the biggest mechanical advantage?

If you had your choice of the two hammers pictured below, which could you
choose to remove a nail from a plastered wall?

If the nail had been cemented in place, which hammer would you choose?

UM

2. Lod; at figure A below.

If a man applied a 10 lb. force to this hammer, how many lbs. of force would
"4 be -applied td.the.nall?..

If 10 lbs. of force was applied to the other hammer in figure B, how many lbs.
of force would be applied to that nail?

or

Lcavri
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Part III

3. Which pair of scissors below has ..the largest mechanical advantage?
Why did. you decide that this pair of scissors had, the largest mechanical
advantage?

A

If both pairs of scissors were available, which pair would you use to cut
a piece of tin?
Which pair would you use to cut a piece of cloth?
How did you decide which scissors to use to cut a piece of tin?

The mechanical advantage of the crowbar in figure A below is orrorrilmo
The mechanical advantage of the other crowbar is
If crowbar B is to lift the 25 lb. rock, the effort force you would need
to apply to the crowbar is lbs.

A-52



Part III

5. If you wanted to make use of both of the automobile jacks pictured below,
which one could you use to jack up a small foreign car?

Which one would you use to jack up a heavy car?

Look at figure A.

If a man applied 10 lbs. of force to the handle of this jack, how many lbs.
of force would the, jack apply to the car?

8

6. Which jack pictured below could apply an 80 lb. force to a car, if an effort
force of only 20 lbs. was applied to the jack?

A-53



Part III

7. If you wanted. the pump in figure A to apply a force of 10 lbs. to the water
in the well, how much force would you apply to the handle?

To get a bucket of water from the well, which pump would require the largest
amount of effort force?

8. A man applies a force of 20 lbs. to the brake pedal of an automobile. The
brake then applies a force of 2,000 lbs. to stop the automobile. Thus the
mechanical advantage of this brake is

FORCE APPLISO
TO BRAKE.

FULCRUM mr
011111111111M11111111r1C1011101.

FORCE APPLIED TO THE CAR
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Part III

9. Which steam shovel below can lift the heaviest load?

Haw did. you, decide which shovel lifts the heaviest load?

. 4111

I
vorrommlfIftrike,

10. One boy on one end of a seesaw can lift 2 boys on the other end. if the
2 boys move

a. closer to the fulcrum, waking a shorter lever arm,

b. farther away from the fulcrum, making a longer lever arm.

c. to the extreme end of the lever arm.

.too 44s.



CODE FOR IDENTIFYING VARIABLES IN

CORRELATIONAL MATRICES THAT FOLLOW

1. IQ

2. Verbal Reasoning

3. Abstract Reasoning

4. Spatial Relations

5. Time-to-Complete Preliminary Program on "Force"

6. Time-to-Complete Preliminary Program on "Introduction to Levers"

7. Sum of (5) and (6)

8. Pretest Scores on Levers

9. Posttest Scores on Levers

10. Retention Test Scores on Levers

11. Time-to-Complete on Self-Paced Portions of Lever Lesson

12. Recognition Responses

13. Editing Responses

14. Criterion Responses

'15. Total Number of Responses

Errors on

Self-Paced

Lever Program
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pre-mat ae SW:ILA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST

Part I

A man wanted to buy an automobile jack so that, whenever he had a flat tire,
he could jack up his car. Without a jack, he isn't able to lift the car at all.
But, he can raise the car off the ground with a jack, becauie a jack is a lever.

.

1. When a man doesn't:have a jack, the force he applies directly to the
car usually isn't strong enough to raise the car.. But, when he applies
the same amount of force to the handle of a jack, the lifting part of
the jack does apply a strong enough force to the car to lift it off
the ground.

Explain how a lever, like the jack, can produce enough force to lift
the car.

..,171% IM1
2. When the man went to buy a jack, he had three different jacks to

choose from. He wanted to choose the jack which would.require him
.to apply the least amount of force to the handle.

What would he have to find out about the three jacks in order to
decide which jack would let him use the least amount of force?

4=EMMIr

The man chose one of the three jacks and he was able to lift his car
with it. Later on, he bought a new car which was heavier than the one
he had before. He wanted to keep on using the same jack.

He found that, without making any changes in the jack, he could raise
the heavier car by

B-8



4. The man's son was playing with the jack and added a strong stick to
the jack handle. This made the handle longer than before. He found
out that by making the handle longer: he could lift the car even
though he was applying less force to the handle than before.

Why?

The man's son could have made a different change in the jack which
would also have let him apply less force to the handle than before.

a. What change could he have made in the jack?

b. Why would this change let him use less effort force than before?

Part /I - Fill-ins

1. With an effort force of 10 lbs., the man can lift a.load that weighs lbs.

IO L135.

11101024°.Agit
2. If a man had applied an effort force of 20 lbs. to the lever below instead

of just 10 lbs., how big a load could he lift?

He could lift a load weighing

10 O.



3. In the picture below, how much effort force will be needed to lift the load?

If we only applied a 5 -lb. effort force to one end of the lever, why are we
able to lift a 20-1b. load at the other end?

5. If we know what the mechanical, advantage of a lever is, what does this
information tell us about what we can do with that particUlar lever?

Part III - Multiple Choice - Put an X next to the one correct answer for each question.

1. The following five levers are all equally long. Which one of them has the
fulcrum closest to the load?

Lever A

Lever B

Lever C

Lever D

Lever E .1111)111

Load Effort Force
100 lbs. 50 lbs.

10 lbs.

9 lbs.

70 lbs.

48 lbs.

B-10

2 lbs.

3 lbs.

7 lbs.

6 lbs.



2. Which of the following five levers will require the smallest effort force to
lift their loads ?

Lever A

Lever B

Lever C

Lever D

Lever E

Mechanical
Load Advantage

60 lbs. 6

25 lbs. 5

32 lbs. 4

21 lbs. 3

50 lbs. 2

3. Which of the following five levers has the largest mechanical advantage?

Load Effort Force

Lever A 10 lbs. 2

Lever B 20 lbs. 4

Lever C 30 lbs. 3

Lever D . 40 11)6. 5

Lever E 50 lbs. 10

4. In order to lift a 100-1b. load, which of the following five levers will
require the least effort force?

Effort Arm

6

7

9

5

4

Lever Arm

Lever A 2

Lever B 1

Lever C 3

Lever D 5

Lever E 2

5. If a 10-1b. effort force is applied to the following five levers, which lever
will lift the largest load?

Lever Arm Effort Arm

Lever A 6 6

Lever B 2

Lever C 4

Lever D
3

Lever E 1

8

12

15

9



6. The mechanical advantage of a lever will be reduced by

applying a larger effort force.

applying a smaller effort force.

reducing the weight of the load.

increasing the distance between the fulcrum and load.

decreasing the distance between the fulcrum and load.

7. We use levers because they have mechanical advantage. This means that by
applying a certain amount of force to the lever, we can lift a load whose
weight is

less than the force we applied to the lever.

equal to the force we applied to the lever.

greater than the force we applied to the lever.

A. man -can lift a 25-lb. box with an effort force of 5 lbs. If he moved the
fulcrum farther away from the load, he would then use

less effort force.

more effort force.

the same amount of effort force.

9. The amount of mechanical advantage a lever has depends on

the length of the lever a;:m.

the length of the effort arm.

the number of times the lever arm is longer than the effort arm.

how heavy the load is.

how strong the effort force is.

B-12



Retention Test Study #2

ACHIEVEMENT TEST

PART I - Fill-ins

1. When a man tries to lift an automobile, the force, he applies direr'tly to the
automobile usually isn't strong enough to raise the car:

&plain how When a man.uses an automobile jack: he can produce enough force
to lift the car.

2. When a man went to buy an automobile jack: he had three different jacks to
choose from. He wanted to choose the jack which would require him to apply
the least amount of force to the handle.

What would he have to find out about the three jacks in order to decide
which jack would let him use the least amount of force?

3. The man chose one of the three jacks and he was able to lift his car with
it. Later on, he bought a new car which was heavier than the one he had
before. He wanted to keep on using the same jack.

He found that, without making any changes in the jack, he could raise the
heavier car by

4. The man's son was playing with the automobile jack and added a strong stick to
the jack handle. This made the handle longer than before. He found out that
by making the handle longer, he could lift the car even though he was applying
less force to the handle than before.

Why?
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5.
(a) Two men are having a contest to see which one can push his own end

of the board down to the ground. Which man will win when both men
apply equal effort forces?

MAN A

Man Why?

MAN 5

(b) In order to make the contest between the two men to come out a tie,
what should we do to the board?

6. Which steam shovel below can lift a heavy load with less effort force?

How did you decide which shovel can lift a heavy load with less effort force?
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LEVER. A LEVE'R, B

3/

8.

4/

Lever A is larger and heavier than lever B0 yet it has a smaller mechanical
advantage. Explain how this can be.

kto

A

Each man is pulling down on the wrecking-bar as hard as he can pull 4n order
to pry up a nail.

(a) Give the mechanical advantage of each bar, and the amount of
force applied to each nail.

Mechanical Advantage

Bar A =

Bar B =

Bar C =

B-15

Force Applied
to Nail

Nail A =

Nail B =

Nail C =



9. You can apply 10 lbs. of squeezing force to the handles ofthe scissors
shown below.

If the edge of a piece of cloth were placed inside the blades, the amount
of force applied to it at each position on the blades would be:

A=

B

C

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

10. What does "mechanical advantage" mean?
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PART II - Multiple Choice

Put an X next to the one correct answer for each question.

1. In order to calculate how much force is applied to the ring when a 5 -lb. force
is applied"to the handles of the pliers, the distances we would need to know
are

A and B.

B and C.

C and D.

D and A.

A

2. The following five levers are all my.: long. Which one of them has the
fulcrum closest to the load?

Load Lifted

Lever A --4 100 lbs.

Lever B + 10 lbs.

Lever C -> 9 lbs.

Lever D ----> 70 lbs.

Lever E 48 lbs.

Effort Force
Applied

50 lbs.

2 lbs.

3 lbs.

7 lbs.

6 lbs.

3. Which of the following five levers will require the smallest effort force
to lift their loads?

Mechanical
Load Advantage

Lever A 60 lbs. 6

Lever B 25 lbs. 5

Lever C 32 lbs. 4,

Lever D 21 lbs. 3

Lever E 50 lbs. 2
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4. Which of the following five levers has the largest mechanical advantage?

Effort Force
Load Lifted Applied

Lever A 10 lbs. 2 lbs.

Lever B 20 lbs. 4' lbs.

Lever C 30 lbs. 3 lbs.

Lever D 40 lbs. 5 lbs.

Lever E 50 lbs. 10 lbs.

5. In order to lift a 100-lb. load, which of the following five levers will
require the least effort force?

Lever A

Lever B

Lever C

Lever D

Lever E

Length of Length of
Lever Arm Effort Arm

2 ft. 6 ft.

1 ft. 7 ft.

3 ft. 9 ft.

5 ft. 5 ft.

2 ft. 4 ft.

6. If a 10-1b. effort force is applied to the following five levers, which lever
will lift the largest load?

Length of Length of
Lever Arm Effort A7.1

Lever A 6 ft. 6 ft.

Lever B

Lever C

Lever D

Lever E

2 ft.

4 ft.

3 ft.

1 ft.

8 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft.

9 ft.

7. The mechanical advantage of a lever will be reduced by

applying a larger effort force.

applying a smaller effort force.

reducing the weight of the load.

increasing the distance between the fulcrum and load.

decreasing the distance between the fulcrum and load.
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8. We use levers because they have mechanical advantage. This means that by
applying a certain amount of force to the lever, we can lift a load whose
weight is

.1M/IIMIOMMEMOMMO

less than the force we applied to the lever.

equal to the force we applied to the lever.

greater than the force we applied to the lever.

9. A man can lift a 25-1b. box with an effort force* of 5 lbs. If he moved the
fUlcrum farther away from the load, he would then use

less effort force.

more effort force.

the same amount of effort force.

10. The amount of mechanical advantage a lever has depends on

the length of the lever arm.

the length of the effort arm.

the number of times the effort arm is longer than the lever arm:

how heavy the load is.

how strong the effort force is.

11.

04 IN

When we use this lever, the effort force will be

1/4 as big as the load.

1/3 as big as the load.

3 times bigger than the load.0 4 tims bigger than the load.

equal to the load.
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